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EQUALIZATION O' fl.PoTTUNITIr:S M)NO SETThF$
ON THE OcUTBIA 3ASIN PROJECT

CHAT L

THE. AF.EA kN. TH PROJECT

Part A. Characteristics of the Area

Location

The Columbia River forms, in East Central Washington, a half

ioop between the mouths of the Spokane and Snake Rivers in its gener-

ally southwesterly course froii Canada to the Pacific Ocean. This is

the Mg Bend of the Columbia River. The Columbia Basin Project covers

an area of about 2 million acres east of the Columbia River in the

southern half of the Big Bend with a very minor portion south of the

Snake River. Within the project area, somewhat less than one-half

of this acreage has been determined to be both arable and, at such

elevations to make it feasible, to be served with irrigation facili-

ties. Of these irrigable lands, requirements for rights-of-way reduce

the net acreage that might be developed within the Columbia Basin

Project to 1,029,000 acres.

Physical Character

The relief of the Columbia Basin as a whole is low. Of the

elevated land forms, only the Saddle Mountain ridge may be termed

ountsinous, and it Is perhaps questionable that this ridge deserves

being termed a mountain. With certain exceptions noted below, the
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Tb. block diagram (Figure 1) shows the physical features of the area.

The eastern two-fifths of the project consists of rolling huh

sloping generally to the west. These are called the Eastern Uplands.

The western three-fifths of the project consists of a series of east-

west elevated land forms with long intervening slopes and valleys.

The northern edge of the project area, includes the southern fringe

of a hilly mass which is intersected by three north-south drainage-

ways formerly utilized by the Colwnbia River. The westernmost of the

highlands is the Beez].ey Hills, which is bounded on the east by the

Lower Grand Coulee. High Hill lies just to the east between the Lower

Grand Coulee and Dry Coulee Just east of Dry Conies lies Pinto Ridge

which in turn is separated from the high grounds to the east by the

Long Lake drainage-way. South of the first two named of these moun-

tain forms, there extends from 20 to 30 miles a small enclosed plain

(or basin) to the Frenchman Hills. The greater portion of this plain

is called the Quincy Basin, though the northern portion is termed the

Conies Fan. The Quincy Basin slopes generally to the south and to the

east so that drainage naves toward the eastern end of the Frenchman

Hills. This plain abuts on the westerly sloping area of the Eastern

Uplands so that arainage collects in the eastern aide of the basin to

form Moses Lake. The east-west axis of the Frenchman Hills has a

atsep northern face and a long and somewhat irregular southern face,

called the Royal Slope. The drainage collected north of the east end

2

sin Project area slopes to the southwest, a characteristic

ion of Washington cast and south of the Columbia River.
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of the Frenchman Hills skirts the east ond of the Frenchman iIillø

and flows d1.rectly west to the Columbia River - a distance of about

3 miles. From Moses Lake to the Columbia River, this strewn is

called the Lower Crab Creek,

Just south of the Crab Creek dra1iage, there arises the Saddle

Mountain ridge. The Saddle Mountain ridge is similar to the French-

man }liUe in that it has an east-west axis with an extremely steep

rrthern face and a long continuous southern slope. Its southern

incline, termed the Wahiuke Slope, slopes to the Columbia River as

it flows easterly in the lower portion of the Big Bend. At its east-

ern end, the Saddle Mountain ridge curves to the south losing its

character as a mountainous ridge. It there spreads into a somewhat

irregular bench which is termed the Southwestern Uplands. The Pasco

Slope extends to the south from the Southwestern Uplands to the

Columbia and Snake Rivers,

The combination of meager rainfall and high evaporation occasions

very little surface drainage in the project area. Intermittent drain-

age, occurring in greatest part as spring runoff, follows the lines

of slope previously noted The only year-around surface drainage is

that of Lower Crab Creek.

The principa1. drainage of the rolling area east of Crab Creek is

by a series of coulees that are fed by shorter branching drainage-ways

among the rolling hills. Feeding into the Crab Creek-Moses Lake drain-

age from the east, in order from north to south, are Black Rock, Rocky,

Weber, and Lind Coulees.



The Providence Coulee enters the project froi the northeast at

a point about one-half of the dl etar. ce from the soithern edge of the

project to the northern edge. It progresses in a somewhat westerly

but chiefly southerly direction to Connoll from which point it is

called Esquatze]. Coulee. The southern portion of the Fastern Uplands

drains into Feouate]. Coulee by meare :f Trovidence, Old Maid, Dun-

nigan, and Rye (rass Coulees and ¶..dth Canyon. There is little sur-

face runoff froii the Southwest 'Iplands, and. Wahlue and Pasco Slopes.

The greater portion of the Columbia sin Project must be classi-

fied as a desert. Precipitation averages from slightly more than 6

inches annually in the drier portions of the project to approximately

8 inches for the greater portion of the project lands. In genera].,

the normal precipitation is influenced by the elevation so that the

higher elevations receive the greater rainfall. Only along the east-

ern fringe of the project in the higher portions of the Northeastern

Uplands is the average precipitation as much as 10 inches. Evapora-

tion rates are high, ranging from O to 60 inches per year for moat of

the project.

In general, the sumtrera are warm and winters are relatively mild

throughout the area. Aiing the areas of the project, there exist

sufficient variations in termperature to be significant agriculturally.

The southern portions of the project, particularly at the lower eleva-

tions, have warmer springs and falls, milder winters arid higher summer
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ainimua temperat'ires. Despite the p r rern of the presence of a

greater average number of heat units t lower elevations, freedom

froM killing frosts often bears an irwer;e relationship. The period

of freedom fror killing frosts is chiefly dependent upon air drainage.

In consequence, ths higher elevations usually have average frost-free

periods in excess of those for the rest of the project. Figure 2

shows this information for the project. (The fignr on this map

indicate the average length c:r pio between the last killing frost

in the spring and the first killing frost in the fall.) The average

froet-free period for the project is 171 days. Among the areas with

frost-free periods of lea than lti0 days, there are only t* signifi-

cant ones that fall on leads to be developed as part of the project.

One of these lies in the general vicinity of (thello and the other

rth arid east of the Town of oses Lake, The portions of the pro-

ject where frost-free periods in excess of 160 days may prove signifi-

cant are the lands at higher elevations on the south face of Saddle

Mountains, the west end of the Frenciun 111115, in the extre north-

western corner of the project north and west of Quincy (Babcock Ridge

and Beemley Hills), and ifl the Southwest Uplands.

The following table furnishes some representative climatic data

from the northern portion of the project (Ephrata), !aotern Uplands

(West of Lind), hind Yahluke Slope (near Wabluke).

Soils underlaid by caliche ares (1) in the Frenchman Hills area,

extending northward towards Quincy pest the old settlement of Burke;

(2) in a relatively narrow strip lying at lower elevations and west
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Land
iaracterj st

SOILS:
Texture

Depth:
To gravel,
sand or cobble
To solid rock
or impervious
hardpan . ..

To cal.iche hrd-
pan (slightly
penetrable) .. 30" with t8"

penetrable
To penetrable
lisie zone .... 18" with )&8"

pee trable
Alkali: Black
Alkali ...,.,,, pI under 9.0

in surface 3';
may have higher
pif in subsoil if
highly calcare-
ous and total
salts are low.

Total salts .2 f l or less,
Rock .... .. ..... None in the plow

zone of a. size
that will inter-
fere with culti-
vation.

301t plus

lus

1 - Arab:

Sandy 1oni to
friable clay

2O plus*

3" plus

2L" 4th 36"
pcntrable

44 36'

p11 under 9.0 in
surface 2; may
have higher pH
below 2' if high-
ly calcareou,s
and total sa1t
are low,
.30 f l or lees
Only scattering
loo rock large

to inter-
re rIth culti-

vation,

'roject

- Arable

Loair sand to
friable clay.

l2 plue*

36" plus, where
flat or huDriocky;
2!" on smooth
slopes.

16" with 21-36"
penetrable

8" with 21_36t1
penetrable

pH under 9.0 in
surface 12"; may
have higher pH
below 12" 1! h!gh-
ly calcareous and
total salts are
low.

of 1% or less,
Not nre than are
generally cleared
for cultivation.

lass able

ay be :oa' sand
if underlaid by
fin&r textured
soil.

Land Claificp ior StdarIs -



(continued)

Class 6 - non-.arable - includes lands which do not meet the minimum
requireisente for Class 3.

* At the minimum depths the soil should be sandy loam or heavier.
Loamy sands underlaid by coarse sand or gravel should be 20-30" deep
(depending on the per cent of silt and, clay) to qualify for Class 3.
While areas nay be placed in a lower class than "1" for any of the
reasons listed above, they will generally be placed in the next lower
class if decidedly infer.or in two or more restects. The reasons for
placing areas in a lower class than '1" should be indicated by placing
the letters "s", "t", or "d" after the classification number, depend-
ing on whether the deficiency is in "soils', "topography" or "drainage."

Land
Characteristice Class 1 - Arabic Cla 2 - Arable Class 3 * Arable

)P0CEAP1i!:

opes ....

Surface .....

to % if rea-
sonably large
sized bodies
slope in the same
plane.

Smooth enough
thit 1 vJ -,

be accomplished
a1i Ft entire).y
with a float,

Up to 10% if rea-
sonably large
!ized bodis
slope in the same

Up tol% if
slopes are very
favorable,

May require heav
gr.-& ri, in 'pots
bUt not more tha
has been erieral

on similar devel
rd projects.

pine.

Moderate grading
r 'e 'ired.

DRAINA(IE ... .. Sil arid topo-
graphic condi-
tions such thnt
no specific drain-drainage

a rer' r.'ie it isr

-;o be anticipated.quired

and topo-
grapnic condi-
t5. such that

will
ably be re-

but with
reclamation by
artificial means
apenring feas-
ibie at reason-
able cost.

narrow valleys,
etc., where draii
age will pro babi;

be required. Ala
areas requirtng
surface outlets
where these can
be provided at
reasonable cost.
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of the loessal soils between Wheeler and Connell; (3) on the south

slope of the Beezley Hills; and (1) in portions of the Southwestern

Uplands, This soil has developed where caliche of varying thickness,

has neither been buried deeply by sedime!lts nor removed by erosion,

The soil depth above these strata varies from a few inches to several

feet and the value of the soil for irrigation farming varies corres-

pondingly, The principal concern on the shallow and moderately shallow

soils is that seepage develop following irrigation, which will be

difficult to remedy by artificial drainage because of insufficient

soil depth. The extent of this problem is not yet determined. Though

sosie caliche has been found to be permeable, it is not known whether

or not satisfactory drainage may be expected throughout a1 soils

underlain by caliche The land classification standards eliminate

the dangerously shallow soils from the arable classes,

Anong the better soils are those that have been developed on

sand, gravel and boulders deposited by large volumes of rapidly moving

that carried the fine materials farther on. The soil, which is

variable depth, but generally less than three feet, is a brown

sandy loam of high fertility and excellent drainage. Except in stony

areas, the principal limiting factor for irrigation is the thinness

of the soil layers. In places the soil is so 8haflow that it would

be impossible to prevent excessive percolation losses to the under-

ying porous strata. An extensive phase of this general type, found

between the mouth of the lower Grand Coulee and Moses Lake, contains

* seriously large mixture of boulders and large cobble in the plow



zone. During the later diversions of te Columbia, the gigantic

volumes of water discharging from the C'ulee deposited enormous quan-

titles of boulders arid gravel in a fan covering several townships.

Apparently through wind action, soil was deposited on the surface,

sifting between the surface boulders and cobUe. The major portion

of this stony phase of the gravel subsoil land has been eliminated

both from the arable area and from the irrigation districts because

the cost of clearing rocks to permit cultivation would be prohibitive.

The "Potholes" area, lying north of the eastern half of French-

man Hills occupies the deepest portion of the bed of old Lake Quincy,

which, according to geologists, once covered the portion of the pro.-

ject north of Saddle Mountains. Shifting sands cover the "Potholes"

are, and many of the troughs between the sand dunes are filled with

water. Other areas of sand are north of Fasco, along the Columbia

south of the Wahiuke Slope; and elsewhere in lesser extents. Except

where sufficient fine material is mixed with the sand to give it

reasonable fertility and water-holding capacity, the sands have been

eliminated from the areas proposed for irrigation.

In general, the soils of the project are of medium to light tex-

ture. They are relatively high in silt and fine sand, but low in clay.

Yery little alkali Is found. The soils are free working and respond

well to modern farm practices.

Project Lands

From the period of early investigations to the present, the arable

area of the project has been set at varying figures. Under the Bureau



of Reclanation's system of classifying land, somewhat more th

1,200,000 acres were classified as suitable for irrigation. It Is
recognised that some of these lands cannot be served because of

elevation or for other reasons. Currenty, the gross arable area is

considered to be 1,102,000 acres. Allowing for rights-of-way for

waterways, roads, and other public or community use, the net irrig-

able area of the project is 1,029,000 acres.

This million-acre figure can only be considered an ultimate

gure, however, The acreage presently available for development is

substantially less for reasons iven below. Certain lands were with-

drawn from the project by the landowners as provided by law at the

formation of the irrigation districts. Most of these withdrawn lands

are in dryland wheat production, Favorable precipitation and high

price, of the last decade have made irrigation somewhat lees attrac-

tive to owners of these lands. Because natural precipitation is great-

set on the east side of the project, there is a concentration of with-

drawals in that area, totaling around 170,000 acres. For this reason,

no definite schedule has been established for the construction of the

East High Canal, which should ultimately serve 21S,000 acres including

the withdrawn areas.

The Atomic Energy Commission has acquired, or is acquiring, almost

12,000 acres on the Wahiuke Slope north and across the Columbia from

Henford. In addition, development of an additional 110,000 acres of

the Wahiuke Slope Is being delayed by the Atomic Energy Commiøsion

til safety of residents can be assured. Finally, the Moses Lake
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Airbase occupies some ,7OO acres of arable land. The location of

a3.1 these areas and the boundaries of the project are shown in Figure

3.

Land classification was undertaken for the purpose of determin-

ing the location and acreage of lands that are suitable for develop-

ment as irrigated farms and to further divide these "arable lands"

into three classes on the basis of utility or irrigation farming.

Class 1 includes the best lands, which are of smooth, gently sloping

topography and deep fertile soil, free from alkali and rock and adap-

ted to the production of a wide range of crops; Class 2 includes the

average arablo land, which will make good farm land but it is inferior

to Class 1 in one or more respects; and Class 3 includes the arable

land of restricted utility. Class 3 land is inferior to both Classes

1 and 2 in one or more respects. Reasons for placing land in a lower

class than "1" are indicated by the use of the letters "a", "t", "d",

and "r", representing deficiencies in "soil, "topography", "drainage",

and 1loose rock in the plow zone", respectively. By this means, all

xcept Class 1 lands are further divided into a number of sub-classes,

The features of the land classification were delineated

on base maps in the field after careful exaiination of surface condi-

tions and the consideration of soil profiles. Teat pits or soil bor-

ings were put down at the rate of at least one for each one-sixteenth

section except where the occurrence of rock eutcroppizzgs, sand dunes

or other surface indications showed that an area was obviously
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non-arable. Additional borings were made where the need was indi-

cated and rnsnerous samples were taken to the laboratory for mechanical

analysis or alkali determination. Over 7,000 alkali determinations

and 8,000 mechanical analyses of soil samples were made during the

course of the investigation.

Standards. Physical standards or specifications for each class

of land were prepared on the bai of demonstrated experience on

operating irrigation projects having similar land characteristics.

The standards adopted are tabulated on the following page.

Capabilities of I,and Classes. To the best of the ability of the

land classifiers, lands were placed in Class 1 only when they have no

specific limitations except those dictated by good farming practices

and those resulting from climatic limitations. Land in Class 2 is
likewise suited to a wide range of crops but it generally Is of lower

potential productivity. Land in Class 2T on account of slope, will

need to be Irrigated carefully to prevent erosion and that in Class 25

wfl.1 require more attention to fertility maintenance in order to main-

tain the production level, Lands in Clase 3 have distinct limitations

in utility and productive capacity. Lands so classed on account of

elope will need to be irrigated carefully and maintained in close

growing crops to prevent erosion and those in Class 35 will reouire

relatively intensive methods of fertility maintenance.

e areas were set up for the purpose of delineating lands

with similar characteristics of soil and topography affecting the
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irrigability, productivity and capabilty of lands. A land type for

this project is a combination of the land class and the soil oup.

The land classification as discussed re'v1I.ous1y is an appraisal of

land characteritcs affecting the irr.rahlity of land such as soil

texture, depth of profile to hardpari, sand, rock or ravel; alkali;

topography; drainage, and surface rock. The soil groups are a coirnbi

nation of soils with similar profile and topographic characteristics,

although they are not the same as a soil series. A soil group may be

more inclusive than a soil series, for example, all the deep, medium

textured soils of the Wheeler and Warden series are included in one

group. In contrast two or more groups nay be nade up of the same soil

series. For example, the Burke series is divided into three groups,

in order to separate differences in soil texture or topographic charac-

teristics. The soil groups were set up and mapped to describe and

differentiate more specIfically soil and topographic conditions within

land claøses. Ten soil groups were set up. Each group included the

following series:

W Wheeler and Warden series - deep medium textured soils

- Sageinoor series - deep medium textured soils with stratIfied
compact sub soils

o - Othello series - deep light textured soils

Ot - Othello series, hummocky topography - deep light textured
soils with huimnocky or uneven topography

B Burke series - medium and light textured soils over caliche

Bt - Burke series, strongly sloping topography - medium textured
soils over caliche moderately to strongly sloping
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Ba - Burke series, light texture - very light textured soii
over caliohe, moderately to strongly sloping

- Ephrata series - light to med.L.um texture soils over porous
gravels and coarse sands

Ephrata series, light texture - very light texture soils
over porous gravels and sands

- Quincy series - very light textured soils over fine sands
or lacustrine silts,

With the coThination of the land, class and soil groups, a total

of 22 land types were set up for the project, These are shown in Table

1, the numeral indicating the land class and the letter indicat±ng the
eoil group:

Table 1. Colunbla Basin Project Land
Bureau of Reclanation

So Group
Land Classes

and Sub-Classes d Types
No. of

Land Types

1_&., F lW, 2-W, 3-W 3

2T, 3T 2-SE, 3-SE 2

O 1, 23, 2$T 1-0, 2-0 2

at 2T 2-Ot 1

B 1, 2S, 2ST, 3S, 36T 1-13, 2-B, 3-B 3

Bt 2T,3T 2-Bt, 3-Bt 2

Ba 2S, 2S', 3S, 3ST 2-Ba, 3-Ba 2

1, 2S, 2R, 2RS, 2RST,
25T, 2RT, 35, 3RT, 3ST,
3R, 3R5, 3ST

25, 2ST, 35, 35T

l-E,

2-Ea, 3-Ba

3

2

25, 25T, 35, 3ST 2-Q, 3-TQ 2

Total of land 22
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Because of the distinguishing characteristics above noted the

various land types must be expected to be farmed in differing patterns.

While there are certain restrictions upon the feasibility of forecast-

ing exact cropping patterns for each land type, a group of :ronomic

authorities determined the probable yields to be expected on each of

the land type areas i1th customary farming practices. With this as

a primary basis the land type areas were arrayed indicating the pro-

portion of the area of each land type that might be expected to be

farmed to the more intensive crops.

Table 2 sunmiarizes the anticipated intensity of cropping by land



Table 2. Land 'ypes Arrayed in Descending Order 
of Anticipated Intensity of Cropping 

Colwnbia Basin Project 

1-w 
1-3 
1110 

2-Ot, 2-3, 2-W, 1-B, 2-Bt 
341 2-, 24*, 2-0 
2-Q, 3-Bt, 3-SE 
3-Q, 3-3, 3-Ba, 2-B, 2-Ba 
3-B, 3-Ba 

65 
60 
55 
So 
145 

ho 
30 
20 
15 

1J Intensive crops for this table are defined as fruits and 
crops except corn. 

19 

Land 
Percent of Land in 

Intensive Cropsl/ 

180 e Dye 

1-w So 
1-E, 1-0 145 

2-Ot, 1-B 140 
2-3, 2-W, 2-Bt 35 

2-SE, 2-3*, 2-0, 3-W 25 
2-B, 3-Bt, 2-Q 20 
3-3, 3-Ea, 3-SE 15 

2.3*, 3-Q 10 
3-B, 3-Ba 5 

Areas of Over 150 Frost-Free Data 



art B. The People and the agriculture of the Ar

Ristor of' Set

t use of the Columbia Basin area occurred between the end

War and 1890. During this period it was settled by

ranchers. The land tended to remain in government ownership with the

ranchers uti1izin the grazing lands on a re r nominal rent basis.

Toward the end of this period, significant portions were transferred

froil the public domain by grants to the railroads.

Homesteaders, many from the Middle West, entered the Columbia

during the period from about 1890 to 1910. The even-numbered

one were public domaIn open to entry and the odd-numbered eec-

tion, were available for purchase from the railroads on easy terms,

the completion of the Great Northern Railway line from the Middle

West to the Coast in 1893 the area became more readily accessible to

prospective homesteaders. The homesteaders settled, first the higher-

lying lands to the east and north, and later the Quincy Valley and

the lands extending southward to the Columbia River. With the excep-

tion of the Coulee fan, Potholes Desert and the more mountainous and

scab land areas, the remainder of the project fell for most part into

private ownership.

The early homesteaders, encouraged by the lush growth of bunch

grass and sagebrush, endeavored to farm by dry land methods. The

first crops of wheat were abundant also. This settlement, however,

ill-advised. Yields were extremely variable over much of the

area as a result of varying rainfall. Only In an occasional year
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were yields satisfactory. cst of ts homestead5 on the ththluke

and Royal 1opes and in the Quincy Basin wore abandoned. Many of

theas abandoned lands are held by heirs far distant front the Columbia

Basin. On the Eastern Ulands, where precipitation is most nearly

adequate, wheat ranching survived. Many of the settlers who first

entered the more arid lands had expected to develop underground water

uppliea, but the extreme depth to water thwarted their efforts.

Those difficulties soon evoked two principal efforts toward adjust-

mont: (1) Increase in the size of dry-land farina and (2) development

of plans to divert water from the Columbia Id.ver and its tributaries

for irrigation. For example, in Grant County the average size of

farms increased from about liOO acres during the 1900-1910 period to

about 1,000 acres in 1930. Meanwhile, the number of farina dropped

from about 1,600 to 790, and the farm population declined by more than

one-half to 3,09g. The development of the tractor and improved methods

of conservation made expansion in wheat farming again possible. A

cycl, of above-average precipitation and relatively high wheat prices

have also helped in recent years.

The emigration of population from dry-land farms intensified the

search for means to irrigate the arid but fertile lands of the Colum-

bia Basin. Property owners also believed that irrigation would result

in greatLy increased land values. As early as 1898 the Co-operative

Irzl.gation Company entered into contract with the Great Northern Rail-

way -- the latter to furnish funds to build an irrigation ditch, which

would talc. water from Brook Lake and irrigate about one-half of a
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township of land.. b<te tratford a;- Fi trata am was not

a success and was ult 1?ate1y abandoned.

Later, many individtial. deep wells were drflled and a source

water was obtained for a limited aunt of Irrigation, principally in

the northern portions of t project area.

Irrigation from deep woll e was only partIally successful In the

Ephrata-Quincy area the ground water table was progressively lowered.

In consequence, the cost if nuinping increased and additional invest-

iient was required to dipe-z wells.

Irrigated land in the Project area totaled about 10,000 ac:

1930, in the vicinity of Iloses Lake, Quincy, Ephrata, and Grant

Orchards, and in the Franklin County Irrigation matrict northwest of

Paaoo. About one-fourth of the irrigated area was in fruit culture

and about one-tenth in row crops. During the next 20 years the area

of older irrtpated areas declined, but new irrIgation was started near

floes Lake, Quincy and other scattered locations. In 1918, Block 1

of the Co1umbi Bain ProJect in southern Franklin County, first

received water. One-half of the approximately 15,000 acres irrigated

in 191i9 we in row crops, while fruit culture occupied less than one-

tenth of the irrigatd area.

?ax,n Population and FarTn Size

Continued decline In the number of farms and farm population

charsctertod the Columbia Basin area Inoe 1910. In l90, an estima-

ted 2,900 people lived on farms in the Project area as compared with

t,30O in 1930, several years before Project Authorization. The farm
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population was widely scattered, except in the irrigated areas,

principally near Moses Lake and northwest of Pasco.

While the total number of farms decreased from 978 to 7148 during

1930-1950 period, irrigated farms increased in number --from 361

to 3914. The average size of farm, in terits of all land in farms,

increased from 1,170 to 1,770 acres, and the cropland harvested in-

creased from 2140 to 1400 acres per farm during this 20-year period.

The irrigated acreage per farm under irrigation increased from 28 to

148 acres as the irrigation agriculture changed from fruit production

to vegetables and row crops.

vp of Terming

A portion of the Co umb a Ens-in Project may be properly char C-

ed as a dry land grain farming area. Over a considerable portion

project, however, dry farming of grain gives way to grazing

operations. Thus, much of the project area currently being cropped

n must be considered as a marginal rather than a typical dry

srd area. As was pointed out previously, tho physical boundary of

cropping has tended to move within the area under the primary influ-

encos of rainfall, production technicues, arid grain prices. Dry land

Lt is the principal crop, comprising 95 percent of the cropland

harvested in 19149. While some rye is grown, its yield and price make

it a poor competitor with wheat except on th. "rery driest lands farmed.

Over the past 15 years, improved techniques in the culture of dry land

grain have shifted the point of marginality so that lighter soils and



1929 19149

J Considerably more small grain was irrigated in 19149 than in 1929.

tees than .5 percent.

SOURCE: Estimatea based on TI. S. Census of Agriculture, 1930, 19140,
1950, and 19149 Crop Census, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation.

trends worthy of note may be discerned: (1) Total crop-

land harvested increased. (2) Irrigated crops increased more rapidly

than dry farmed landse (This is partially explained by the opening of

Block 1 of the Colu*bla Basin Project in 19148). (3) Intensification

of cropping on irrigated lands shifted from tree fruit to row crops.

(Grant County with less than 10,000 acres irrigated had a larger

214

areas with rainfall may be kept in production, where in the past

they would have been forced out of' production by a drop in grain

prices. Chief among these improved techniques are: Improved machin-

ery, trashy fallow, aci fertili7er use.

The cropping pattern within the project area for the years 1929

and 19149 is ahown in Table 3.

Table 3. Crop Distribution in the Co1uiibia Basin Pro
1929 and 19149

Hay' and Seed 18,656 7,1614

aU Grain 211,876 2.85,108
Truck and Row Crops 1,0148 6,690
Fruits 2,1420 1,038 2

Harvested Cropland 2314,000 140 300,000 146

Fallow, Failure, Idle 299,000 52 323,000 148

Pasture (plowable) 145,000 140,000 6

Total Cropland 578,000 100 663,000
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acreage In dry onions in 199 than any other county in Washington).

(I.) Cropland was more intensively use, because of greater rainfall,

improved techniques, an more favorable price. () For the reasons

noted in (1) and () above, total production of crops has shown a

marksd increase within the project area.
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POLICY OF "EQUAL OPPOT4ITIrS"

The Colunba i3sIn roject was cuthoried by Congress In 1930.

Construction was commenced or the Grand Coulee Darn in 1933. The pro-

ject is the largest single reclamation effort ndertalcen in the United

States.

After authorization of the Project but prior to embarking on con-

etz'uctton of the irrigation features the T. . Bureau of Reclamation

recognized the need for a program for settlement and development. The

Bureau of Reclamation sought the assistance of a wide variety of people

and organisatione in a series of cooperative studies to formulate a

general. plan of development for the project. This series of investi-

gations is termed the "Columbia Basin Joint Investigations." This

series was published by the U. 5 Department of the Interior as each

study was completed and is for sale by the U S. Government Printing

Office. .&lthough the force of circumstance in actual development of

the project and changes in policy making personnel and advisors have

modified policy, the "Joint Investigations" remain the primary sumrnari-

sation of policy for the Columbia Basin Project. The Columbia Basin

Project Act of l93 and the repayment contracts between the United

Stata Government and the three irrigation districts foxmtng the pro-

ject are based upon the Joint Investigations. There were 28 original

problems aet up for separate investigation, Some of these have been

subsequently re-examined and reconsidered. In the course of this study,

26
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reference will be made to various of th.e Jint investigations by the

nuiber of the problen investigated.

There is no single and cntirelr cr: uive statement sumniariz-

jug the policy of the Bareau of ecli'on toward equalization of

settlement opportunities. There is official sununorization of the

means whereby a policy may be made effective. Rather, it is from a

variety of sources that there may be determinec the attitude of the

Bureau of Reclamation toward this question and implementation of this

policy. (For the sake of convenience the United States Bureau of

Reclamation will be referred to hereafter for most part as merely the

Bureau).

In Problem 13, "Allocation of Repayment Charges by Class of Land",

the question of equality of opportunity among settlers is given great-

eat .xanatton. The chief investigator of Problem 13 was W. W. John-

ston of the Bureau. Johnaton is the Project Develojmient Supervisor

for the Columbia Basin Project, and is charged with the primary deter-

minatian of settlement and development policy for the project. In the

forepart of Chapter VII of Problem 13 occurs the following statement:

"The plan presented in Chapter V is recommended as the most
practicable method for establishing an approxthate equality
of opportunity among farmers on different classes of land.
Establishment of vuch eql ity of opportunity is considered
essential to the welfare of the proJect and to the welfare
of the settlers."

Similarly, the last sentence in the second paragraph of the "Summary

and Conclusions" in Problem 13 states:
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"Other reasons can be advanced for the variation of construc-
tion charges in accord with class of land, but the equality
of opportunity which it would help establish is of foremost
importance" (5, pp.1.9 and p.75).

Appendix 1) to Problem 13 "Repayment Ability of Land Classes as

Xndioated by Budget Analyses of Problem 2, Columbia Basin Joint In-

veetigatione," Walter U. Fuhriman (then of the Bureau of Agricultural

Economics) states:

"If ail settlers are to share equally in the benefits of the
project, some means must be found for an equitable distri-
bution among the various classes of land of both the cost of
dry land and the extraordinary costs of preparing land for
irrigation, as well as the irrigation construction chargesU
(5, p.1)47).

Problem 6 "1!arm Size" is concerned primarily with determination

of the optimum size in which farm units should be laid out in the pro-

ject. Th. investigators of Problem 6 were H. J. ewe11, Regional

Director of Region I, of the Bureau of Reclamation; B. H. Pubols, of

the State CoUege of Washington; and Sherman E. Johnson, of the Bureau

of Agricultural Economics. In Chapter I of Problem 6 is stated:

"The Anti-Speculation Act of 1937 (act of ay 27,1937, 50
Stat. 208) permitted two sizes of farm units -- 140 acrea
and 80 acres. Water would not be delivered to project
lands of one owner in excess of 140 irrigable acres. Husband
and wife were considered as separate persons, so that to-
gsth.r they might obtain water through the project works
for 80 irrigable acres of comiminity property.

"The investigators of Problem 6 considered of foremost
importance an adjustment in size of farm unit to productive
caac&ty of the land, something which was not permitted by
these limitations of the act of 1937. The opportunities of
settlers on lands of different qulities it was held, should
be made as nearly equal as possible. The yields to be antici-t1 fro some ianàs arrcorisiderably lower than those from
others. Hence, the acreage requIred to afford an opportu-
nity for an adequate farm income will be greater in the case
of lands of lower productivity than in the case of those of



higher productivity. Change was considered desirable,
therefore, in the size liitati.rrs imposed by the Anti-
Specula4 ion Act wi.thout respect t/) prodictivity of land"
(8, pp.1-8).

Further in this same chapter in Problem 6 with reference to the

"opti*um" size of farm units to be established in the Colunthta Basin

this goal is delimited as followsi

"Federal reclamation policy provides a genera]. guide. That
policy is to create opportunities for establishing homes
and satisfactory livelihood for te cimum practicable
number of faiilies. It is not to create opportunities for
a few falies to obtain the largest possible income from
farming. The level of living attainable, however, must be
adequate. To repeat portions of the Columbia Basin Project
Act cited above, the farm units must be 'of sufficient
acreage for the support of an average sized fanily at a
iuitable level oI living" (8, p.8).

The original report on Problem 6 was prepared in l9L.2 and l9I3

and recommendations were made on desirable size for farm units. Aware-

ness of (1) changes in the Pacific Northwest (res.zlting in part from

World War Il), (2) improved level of living of farm familiee, (3)

sarked technological advances in a 1.culture, and (1) accelerated

iriduetris]. development of the Pacific Northwest made further examina-

tion of optimum size of units se desirable. In consequence, after

World War II a re-study was made of Problem 6 under the immediate

charge of W. U. Puhriman then Chief of the Economics Section, Project

Development Staff (12). The re-study findings included recommendations

for farm sizes which were established by the Comnsiioner of Re1a-

sation as standards or layout of farm units in the Columbia Basin

Project. These standards constitute official policy of the Bureau for

29
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farm unit layout. A discussion of th standards and their observance

in layout will be made subsequently in this examination.

Problem lii 'Financial Aid for Settlers" states in its "Conclu-
sione and Recommendations":

W3 is to be expected that both public opinion and official
opinion will demand that provision for poor or even desti-
tute settlers be made on project lands. An adequate progrn
of financial assistance must Incorporate sufficient flexi-
bility to meet the very wide range of needs in prospect.
Basic reclamation policy always has recognized and empha-
sized the need for financial assiatance...," (9, p.ix).
Included in the recommendations of the investigators of Problem

111 are:

W(2) That there be established to ert.end throughout the
first ten years of settlement on each irrigation block, a
period of special aid, during which special forms of fin-
ancial assistance required to inset the problems of new
farm development shall be extended...., (Li) .... that
technical assistance and guidance be available upon requestby the settler (5) That credit be made available for
the purchase of land, for land improvement, for the con-
struction of buildings and other real estate improvements,
for machinery, livestock and for other necessary purposes
by methods suggested in the report" (9, p.xiv).

Similar recommendations to (ti) above quoted from Problem it1 are

found in Problem 3 "InsurIng Proper Land Use" and Problem t1 "Irriga-

tion Water Requirements," Chapter III of Problem 3 states: "A compre-

hensive education program to reach all settlers on the Project must

be instituted and some responsible agency charged with its prosecution"

(io, p.6). In krob1em 1. with direct reference to the imediately fore-

going quotation from Problem 3 states: "The investigators of Problem

t1 endorse the recommendation and urge that assistance in preparation
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for irrigation and in irrigation prac 1ices be provided through the

channels theie proposed" (II, p.99).

The foregoing citations from the Joint Investigations may be

seen to embody a rather distinct pattern of thought and attitude

toward the deirabiiity of achieving some considerable measure of

equality in the settlement opportunities on the Columbia Basin Pro-.

ject. This thinking received Congressional sanction and particular

legislative embodiment in the Anti-Speculation Act of 1937 (3) and in

the Columbia Basin Project Act (a). Under the authority of the Colum-

bia Basin Project Act contracts were entered into by the Secretary of

the Interior with the three districts (Quincy, South, and iast-Colum-

bia Basin Irrigation Districts, which together comprise the project)

for construction of the project by the United States and repayment

therefore by the districts. The repayment contracts embody this same

line of thought toward equalization of settlement opportunities afore-

mentioned. In forir arid in tenna the contracts for the three districts

are almost identical varying only in the amounts of obligation and

acreages (7).

The salient features of the attitude toward equalization of

settlement opportunities as evidenced in the Columbia basin Joint

Investigations and such policy as would appear to be based in large

part upon them may be substantially suarized as fol1owi

(1) First and foremost, equality of opportunity as among set-

tlers is desirable.
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(2) This equality of opportunitr is expected to be achieved in
considerable part by several general methods

By providing that rept of construction charges
for the project shall b in some measure commensurate
with the capacity of the land to repay those charges
(Problem 13) (1).

By provl'JLng a ceiling upon the cost of acqulsition
of lands by the settlers thereby narrowing the range
In opportunity cost as regards the land itself (Anti-
Speculation Act of 1937 (3) and Columbia Thsin Pro-
ject Act of 19143 (14)).

C. By limiting the amount o1 land that any one entre-
preneur could control (:lubIa Basin Project Act
of 19143 (14)).

By varying the amount of land included within a farm
unit after the general fashion that the poorer qua).-
ity land would be laid out in larger units and the
better quality land would be formed into smaller
units (Problem 6, (8) and Festur of Problem 6 (12)).

By making available extraordinary credit sources and
terms to thoc aettlers with inadequate financial
resources (Problems 13 (5) and 114 (9)).

By making available to and encouraging the use of
superior manapement and technical information to all
settlers (Problems 3 (10), 14 (11) and 114 (9)).

g. By varying the cost of operation of the project (I.e.,
Operation arid 1taIntenance Charges) as among years and
as among classes of land at least during a "develop-
ment periodrt 'Prob1em 13 (b)).

It will be noticed that In 1.art thc r'earia of effecting the policy
(or' that is to say, the methods proosed) operate as positive bars to

full utilization of advant,aes which sane settlers must be presumed

to possess in a higher degree than -thers. Of such nature would be

differential operation and maintenance and construction charges as

uiong claae of land and barriers to operation of larger holdings.
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It may be noticed in addition there is suge8ted a leveling prOC$88

by furnishing advantages some of the settlers may be expected to lack.

While rio direct barrier is put in the way of utilization of such advan-

tages as superior financial resources, management skill, and informa-

tion, the competitive advantae of thise iust be reduced in a measure

by successil attempts to better the position of thoo settlers less

weU endowed in these respects.

While is is possible to aggregate frQa several sources the facets

of the policy of equality of opportunity, the reasons for the policy

itself are nowhere su arized mI mad2 frm11y explicit. There has

been some infornai speculation on this subject on the part of many

persona itio have had contact with the project. onetheiess, because

there has been no official summarization on this point, anc the formu-

lation of the policy h-as been influenced by a wide variety of people

over an extended perbd of time, it is riot possible to speak with

entire assurance on the reasons for the policy. One of the foremost

reasons by any estimate, however, is that argurerit based on the nature

of the project itself. Th Columbia 3asin Project is being built by

the federal government with funds from the exche4uer of the whole

country. Only a portion of these funds is to be paid back by the

water users. The amounts so paid back to the U. S. Treasury are inte-

rest free. Thus, there is a considerable neasure of subsidization of

settlement opportunities. In a political democracy there are strong

pressures that such subsidized opportunities be diffused more, rather

than less widely. Athiitionai].y there is pressure for limitation on



subsidy redoundlng to any one person.

distinction aforenoted as between estab1ish

settlement opportunities end aggrandizing the poorer

tunities points up the distinction between the above argument and a

second significant argument for the policy of equalization of opportu-

This second argument is based upon the fact that the tlnited

government, despite the element of subsidy, expects to collect
a considerable portion of its expendturee from the settlers, It

ther believes the successful settlement of the project by all the
settlers is sufficiently in the public interest that positive measures
are in order to improve the poorer settlement opportunities. With

this in mind, it may be seen that the effort to improve the poorer

opportunity (i.e., the conflgnration of settler and land) must be con-

sidered in part at least as sel-ving other ends than simply squall

tion of opportunity. Obviously, eauallzatton of opportunity at a

level which precluded successful settlement would be in direct opposi-

tion to this argument.

The tiio foregoing arguments must be given greatest weight in

mining th. attitude of policy makers toward settlement opportunities

In the Columbia Basin Project. Nonetheless, additional reasons have

been advanced to explain this policy. & third reason attributes con-

siderable influence to a particular bias in the early determination

of policy for the Columbia Basin Project. This argument is substanti-
ally as follows:

a ceiling on

tiement oppor



The project was embar1i-d upon during a period of severe economic

depression, nd policy was colored by this in
. considerable degree.

There was no confidence that the problem of industrIal unemloyment

could be solved and this project was conceived In some measure as a
palliativ, to that problem. Thus, the Columbia }ain Project was

iewed as a 1ans of furnishing some measure of economic opporttini.ty

for scee of the more distressed portions of the public. As a semi-

relief measure these opportunities were to be substantia]ly eqwil but
of a minimal nature The opportunities were minimal in order to make

as great a number as possible. In evidence is cited the original
limitation that one person might not hold title to more than 140 acres
of project land. IThatever relevance this argument may have had as

influencing the proximate conditions of the project's inception, it
certainly has not colored the thinking of those people who have dealt
with the protect since construction of irrigation facilities was

started after World War II.

A fourth reason similarly attaches a particular bias to the minds
of soma of those people deternining project policy in its beginning.
It is argued that apart from the element of subsidy involved and the

fact that the project was being built by the federal government, there

was present in a larger than ordinary measure in the Roosevelt Admin-

istratiori a fundamental philosophical attitude placing a very great
desirability on equal economic status for all Americans. This Is an
argument difficult to assess, Although this explanation may be partly
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valid, such an attitude cf mind does not appear Influential In the
immediate adninistration of the project.

Finally &y he noted a fifth reason which Is difficult to ess
without a au,re of enotona1 colorinç,, This fi!th argu'nent states
that there has been fostered within iC 3ureau of :Pcisnation a defin-
ite criterion for measuriri project policy in the terms of whether or
not a particular policy is conducive to the functions and
Increasing the magnitude of operations of the Bureau. !ore explicitly
the argunsnt Is advanced that allocation of construction costa and
water charges has been fostered in order that the project might be
made larger. Thereby, the more productive lands pay a greater share
of the costs than they incur and the poorer lands pay less. It is
difficult to assess the justice of such a charge. There seems to be

eons evidence in line with the charge that the Bureau actively pro-

motes its site, functions, arid disposable appropriations. l)espite
thia, it Is not possIble to quantify the ieasiu'e of such promotion
in any particular policy. Further, there Is considerable evidence
that )ureau policy operates ifl part in direct opposition to this
charge. In upholding acreage l!mitation the Bmxreau has removed sup-
port for brInginc irrigation to those :argi.naJ. lands, which can be
operated successfully cray in e,ctnsi.ve holdings,



CHAPTFR III

ANTISFciJ7iATIoN ?ROVISIOMS A APPRAISED PRICES

We have just noted in Chapter II the evidences of a definite

objective of estab1ihent of equality of opportunity for settlers in

the Columbia Basin Project. The primary concern of this study is an

exwdnation of those policies administered by the Bureau of Reclama-

tion influencing attainment of the objectiv. Chapters III through

IX will in turn deal with a major policy item influencing in one or

ways the achievement of equality.

The general form of Chapters III through IX will be similar.

irst, will be given a historical and descriptive account of the opera-

tion of the agencies or method(s) primarily concerned with each Bureau

policy discussed. Second, there will be made sri estimate of the con-

sequences of the policy upon creation of econcnic equality among the

farming opportunities in the Columbia Basin Project.

The significance of the 'appraised price" with regard to equality

of opportunity is great. The Anti-Speculation Act of 1937 provided

that the lands to be irrigated within the Columbia Basin Project should

be appraised for a determination of their value "without reference to

the proposed construction of the said irrigation works and without

increment on account of the prospect of the said project," (3, Sec. 1.

(a)). By the Act of 1937, for land to receive a water right under the

project, it was necessary that the owner execute with the Bureau a

"recordable contract" wherein among other provl.sions it was required

37
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that if the oiner sold any land at a price in excess of the dry land

value (i.e., "appraised price"), from 50 percent to 100 percent of

the amount for which the lend sold in excess of the appraised price

(depending on the elapsed pcdod before payment) should be paid over

to the government toward the construction charges for the land. In

compliance dth the Act of 1937 these appraisals were accomplished by

appraisers operating in boards of three. These appraisa1 were pub-

lished by districts and have been available to the public. The anti-

speculation laws have been and are strongly called to the attention of

prospective settlers who contact the }ureau. A sample of an individual

appraisal and a sheet taken froi the sueaz'v of appraisals published

for the East District are incLucLd as Appendixes A and B respectively.

The Act of 19b3 amended the Act of 1937 Project Act by removing the

provision for payment to the government of a variable portion of the

axunt for which project lands were tranaacted in excess of the

appraised price. E,r the Act of l9i3 the water right for project lands

was made contingent upon their transaction at a price not in excess of

the appraised price.

The original appraisals were made during the late 1930's and

early 191.4O8. The average original appraised prices for project lands

in the East-, South-, and Quincy-Columbia Basin Irrigation Districts

were $io.1, 8.L.7, and $5.L9 per acre, respectively. These prIces are

for the Lands themselves exclusive of the values attached £ or such

improvements as buildings, fences, clearing, etc. These appraised

prices may not appear to be high ones. Nonetheless, in view of the
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quality of thesc lands arid the rinrket for na I wheat lands and

desert grazLtg lands, the original appraisals must be considered to

be somewhat in excess of the rirht rIee of similar lands at the

t1i of appraisal. In evidence of his a consierable portion of

grating lands in the project area in (rmt County, but outside the

project, were purchased from the county at the price of $1.2 per acre

during a period in which siniilar Lroject lands were appraised from

$2 to $8 per acre.

Both the Act of 1937 and that of 19L3 provided that re-appraisal

of project lands rd.ght be obtaLnd by payr'ient of a chari of per

nominal quarter section or fraction thereof. ie-apprzdIs have been

made at the request of landowners desiring to dispose of their lands.

There are two reasons for the desire for re-appraisals

apart from the possbiiity of a: rr:r zJie oiL;in appraisal.

The first reon is that allowance for prov1ent made since the

date of original appraisal might be incided Ln the re.appraised price.

This second reason is based on the shift in the genera]. price level and

the particular cru in the prices of graztn lands and lands dry

farmed to wheat. Je re-appraisals are based on the market value of

iiij1 ar lands outside the project and CDt equentiy are in the same

direction as the changes in the market fw' Lkl-r dry lands. A combi-

nation of three factors were noted in Chapter 1-13 as operating to

extend the margin of cultivation of dry land. These are high wheat

prices, improved farming techniques, and favorable rainfall These

influences have functioned to raise the price of those lands dry farmed
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to wheat proportionately much higher than the prices of the desert

grazing lands and farm lands in general. As an example of this,

certain lands along the eastern edge of the project area originally

appraised at from $12 to $15 per acre have recently sold for dry farm-

ing use at prices ranging from over $100 per acre to almost $150 per

acre.

It is the policy of the Bureau to effect re-appraisal of all

lands in any irrigation block prior to delivery of water to that block

without regard to whether or not the landowners requested re-appraisal.

The re-appraised prices of project lands have not been published in

summary form for they are a continually changing body of prices. Cer-

tain lands have been re-appraised more than once and one tract was

re-appraised four times.

Lands belonging to the State of Washington have been removed from

the operation of the antispoculation provisions governing the project.

State lands are laid out in farm units after the same fashion as all

other project lands. Shortly before water is delivered to any irriga-

tion block the State lands within such block are sold at public auc-

tion. In October 19L, somewhat more than three thousand acres of

State lands in those irrigation blocks first receiving water in 1952

were auctioned. In October 192, almost 5,700 acres of State lande in

blocks to receive water in 1953 were so sold. In the 1951 sale the

average price per acre was $39.00 and in the 1952 sale $75.29. The

respective re-appraisals for these particular tracts current at the

time of these sales averaged $12.25 and 25.99 per acre respectively.
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The prices for tote]. sales of State land in these two sales averaged

29.6 percent of the current re-appr'tised prices for these lands at

the tim. of auction. Sale by the State of these lands is made con-

tingent upon the purchaser executing a recordable contract with the

Bureau whereby the land receives a water right upon the same terms as

.1]. other project lands (i.e., including the provisions relating to

the appraised price). Five years after any irrigation block coixnences

its development period the aritispeculation regulations are removed and

the appraised price has no applicability. The development period may

commence with the first year during which the land receives water or

with the second year in the event that the first year of receipt of

water is declared a water testing year.

It must not be supposed that there has been achieved complete

oon.formity to the spirit of the antispeculation provisions relating

to Columbia Basin Project lands. There is reason to believe that there

have been evasions of several sorts. Probably the most ounuon of these

has been by means of "package deals". Herein project lands are offered

for sale only ii conjunction with something else. The total price is

in excess of that vhich might be considered a prevailing market price

for that portion of the "package" not project land by an amount greater

than the appraised price of the project lands involved. The degree to

which this has occurred or is occurring has not been determined. It
seems reasonable to 'elieve that a significant portion but by no

means a majority of transactions in project lands have been effected

after the fashion above indicated,
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A second device for accomodating sale of project lands to the

antiapeculatton provisions of the Acs of 193? and 19).i3 has been by

iieans of purchase options. By this device options to purchase are

made contingent upon lease of the lands for a period of time. Need-

lass. to say, the rentals are in excess of the prE.vaUin neral

rents], on similar lands, The lease-option dodge would appear to be

utilized in a degree worthy of its being called to attention. Obvi-

ously, information relating to the practice n quantitative terms is

not available.

Finally, there is reason to believe that upon occasion false

affidavits may have been executed. Therein the purchaser or seller

has evorn that the consideration for which project lands have been

transacted has been less than that actually paid.

Very naturally, a degree of concealment has surrounded all three

of the artiti.ces noted. In consequence, the degree to which these

have been employed is diffIcult to ascertain. Probably not less than

l percent nor more than 2 percent of those lands subject to the

operation of th antispeculation provisions have been transferred In

a fashion infrmn4rg in some measure on the spirit of those provisions.

This estimate must be considered as tentative only. Other observers

(soi undoubtedly more experienced in the Columbia Basin Project) have

suggested figwes outside the l-2 percent range as the proportion of

project lands whose transfers are in violation of the antispeculation

provisions of the Acts of 1937 and i913.
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ObE'ervance of the antispeculation provisions relating to the

Columbia sin Project appears to inflience equality of settle!nent

opportunities at once through a decreasc in the range in some instan-

ces and an increase in othere.

conformity to the antispeculaton provision operates in prt to

reduce the range in eeoric opportunities in two Thshions. Firstly,

it places a ceiling upon the cost of acqLsition of the unsubjugated

land. Thereby the settler who Is iinacc'a nted with the economic

potential of irrigated farrn:ing is prevented fror falling into such

excesea as recorded in the Ya1da Project, There sagebrush lands were

purchased at prices up to l,OOO per acre. After subjugation, these

se lands had an open narket value of less than one third this top

figure though the period between acqu sition and develient showed no

significant change in profitability for agriculture in general or for

the crops adapted to these particular lands,

Secondly, in the great majority of transactions in project lands

the appraised pfice has been a ninirnun price. Appraisals of lands

under currently siIlar use have been such that those with the greater

potential for irrigation farming have been appraised in general at

higher figures than thoce with lesser potential under irrigation. In

consequence, the necessary investment to acquire the unsubjugated

land has been in the direction of the go&Lcss of opportunity afforded.

(This investrnent, however, has not varied in direct proportion to the

goodness of opportunity).

i3
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Despite the above partial contribution toward equality, on the

whole, the secation provIIon mcve far more to create inequal-

ity in settic opportunities. Lr several ± ens the appraised

price functioiu to create Inequities o sttnt opportunities by
deviation from prices that would be paid in market for project

lands.

Perhaps the most s:ignificant of these ways is the discrepancy

arising from appraiaa ..of lands to be Irrigated on the basis of their

current dry land use rather than their use uider irrigation within

the Columbia Basin ProJect. The major distinction in current use is

that dividinF, the lan dry farmed to grain from the lands devoted to

grazing. This, difference In dry land ue was by no neans as signifi-

cant under the ori4al appraisals as It has beconie under the reappral-

sale. The original appraisals of the best wheat lands were at

approximately twice the price per acre for the best range lands. On

the poorest quality lands the degree of ei:aration iay have been some-

what greater. In the instance of both the good and poor lands, how-

ever, this was cf lImited stgriifIcar.c. in Influencing equality of

opportunity. This is so because the acquisition cost of lands for

aettlenent at original appraisals is a smafl proportion of the invest-

ment necessary to establishment of mi irrigated farn on most project

lands. The difference between an appraisal of about 9 per acre for

Class 1 lands under mge use arid l7 or per acre for the better

lands being dry farmed does not seriously iirair the equality of

opportunity afforded the settler. He is faced with leveling, farm
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distribution system, machinery, building, livestock, fencing, and

other development costs that vi].]. aggregate from five to ten times

the higher per acre cost of the raw lana. The situation is markedly

altered under the influence of the combination of factors noted in

Chapter I. We noted that at the present, dry land farming is far

more profitable and less precarious tan at the time of the original

appraisals in 1937-39. Current reappraisals of the better wheat lands

run almost $100 per acre. Range lands of equal potential for irriga-.

tion faxiaing are reappraised in the vicinity of l per acre. For the

prospective purchasers of a 60-acre farm unit under the range above

suggested there is a significant difference in opAortunity afforded.

Original acquisition of the one will entail a 9O0 investment and of

the other a $6,000 investment.

A second and somewhat similar discrepancy in establishment of a

dry land appraised price as the basis for transfer of lands to be

irrigated is occasioned from the fact that the dry land appraisal by

intent ignores the variation in cost of subjugation of the raw land

for irrigation. Land requiring not more than ].0 per acre combined

out3.a for leveling and water distribution system, land requiri 30

worth of leveling and .ij3O or $0 per acre for water distribution sys-

tm, and land that under current farming practice would not be developed

for irrigation except under a sprinkler syst (ctrrontly requiring

more than $100 per acre initial invteit may be separated in app-

raised price by no more than $10 per acre. It would belabour the

point to detail th differences in op;ortunity afford::c prospective
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price of the lands involved.

A third inequality in scLtl: .pportunities ries from the

appraised price of proJcct land. ii is a point t.t will be further
examined in i.oussion of far unit e It i tithig of a

general adom that if lands o siiilar inrent physical capacity are
divided into trct w.Ve1y civ ront c ::tcu , the riorc extensive

holdings wü]. be value at a zuer rate, Lru.css tile smalest tracts

are sufficiently exte 5v to create no lajons on types and pat-
terns of enterprises that may be end thereon, the largex tracts
will be ii,re valuable, This occurs then there is achievable a greater

flexibility o rc-scarce cc:iition. For ox te current rate of
interest may he cerivod on a capitalization oi per acre for range

land when held in a holding of lO,CO) acres. ret, this sane land may

not be able to be utilized in any fashion returning the narket rate

of interest on a capitalization of 2 cents an acre if held in 100-

acre tracts without posalbility f consination with other land resour-

ces. The appraised price of Coluibia Basin Project lands does not

point up such glaring di stinctions; but makes no distinction in the

per acre apprasaJ. of a O-acra and a 90-acre fa unit laid out on

nearly identical soils, it is difficult to quantify the variation in

opportunity occas.oned by appraisal at the sae ;rice per acre of dif-

ferent sized farn units on similar soil, clinae and location combi-

nations. Howe.i:, it is obvious that thereby th range in settlement

opportunity created is ext3niei in some measure. Later in Chapter VI
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budgets wherein similar enterprise organizations are applied on three

sises of farms on each of two land types.

A fourth source of inequality in settlement opportur4tiee aris-

ing fro* the antispeculation provisions is occasioned by the fLaws

and frictions within the reappraisal process. The press of work upon

the eppraiaers hired by the Bureau has been such that reappraisal upon

the request of landowners in many instances has been considerably

delayed. There ia reason to believe this has occasioned in some deg-

re. violation of the antispeculation provisions and in some degree

tranf.rs without reappraisal. To the extent that either occurs, the

terms of acquisition of the raw land are distorted from the nre norm-

a). pattern. The opportunities of the settlers acquiring these lands

are in the first instance worsened and in the second bettered. Be-

cause of the difficulty of obtaining a quick reappraisal the writer

was able to purchase as agent for another an 80-acre tract at a more

favorable price than would have been set by a reappraisal. Thereby

the opportunity achieved was enhanced by diminution of the investnt

quired.

Finally, because of the considerable evasion of the appraised

price by the devices previously mentioned, settlers acquire similar

lands at widely divergent price8. The economic opportunities in con-

sequence diverge.

On the whole it appears that the appraised price and appraisal

policies as instruments of Bureau policy move far re strongly to



eration of equaltty of rpportuiity. pportunity coEts are distorted

by the precluding of a free market for i.ands to be irrigated.

oreat. 1.nequs]. y ng wtt1vnt o.rtwiities than they do toward
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LIMITATIONS ON OFRSHIP AWD OPERATION

Operating more directly than the antispeculatlon provisions

regarding project lands to influence equality of settlenent opportu-

nities in the Columbia Basin Project are the limitations upon owner-

ship and operation of project lands. As noted in Chapter II, the Act

of 1937 provided that no landowner might own more than Io acres of

irrigable project lands and receive water for them (3, eec. 1., par.6).

was subject to the interpretation that husband and wife together

80 acres. The Act of 19143 altered this limitation. Rather

than providing a set acreage limitation, the project lands were to be

platted into farm units. Of such platted farm wilts a landowner

Right not own and receive water for more than one. A landowner wa

denoted as any "person, corporation, joint stock association, or

family." The term "family" denotes either or both husband and wife

together with their children under 18 years of age. Lands in excess

of one farm unit held by any one landowner are considered excese and

must be disposed of in order that water might be delivered to the one

farm unit, A farm unit could not contain less than 10 nor more then

160 iriigable acres,

The principal exceptions to the rules that no person

ire than one farm unit and no ownership might be less than 10 acres

are as follows: (1) Landowners owning land prior to May 27, 1937 or

an heir of such an owner may receive water for those lands so owned
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Excess lands acquired by !IKrtgage foreclosure, inheritance or other

process of law may receive water for a period not in excess of five

years. (3) The Bureau may establish part-ime farm units containing

lees than 10 irrigable acres. (14) A landowner is not required to

dispose of excess lands prior to the time that water is made available

to them in order to receive water for a farm unit in a block that has

had water made available to it. At the date of writing (December

192) there are several landowners who are receiving water for farm

unite and at this time retain ownership of lands for which water is

not yet available.

In addition to the limitation upon ownership of project land

above indicated, there are restrictions on the amounts of land one

farmer may operate. The "R*cordable Contracts" between the landowners

and the United States provide that water shall not be furnished to

leased project lands where the total irrigable area under the control

of the lessee exceeds l(0 acres unless within 30 days from the date

of the making of such lease the lessee shafl ibmit an affidavit mdi-

cating the lands under the control of the lessee. The Secretary of

the Interior must determine the terms of the lease to be "satisfactory

and in keeping with the purposes of the Project Act and the operations

under the lease would be beneficial to the lands." (Appendix B, Sec-

tion 12.) Similar provision for approval of leases by the Secretary

is incorporated into the Repayment Contracts between the Irrigation

Districts and the United States (7, p.11, par. 29(b) (3)). Approval
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redelegated front the level of the Commissioner of Reclamation to that

f the Regional Director, Regioi I (Boise, Idaho). By Circular Letter

388, Suppinent No. l, dated November , l92, the policies to be
followed in approving such leases are set forth (2, pp.l-). 1erusal

of this document suggests only generalized and indefinite criteria

to govern approval of leases Th.e "working" policy would appear yet

to be determined by the Regional Director. To date, approval of

leases has not been required, although lands in excess of 160 irrig-

able acres have been operated by one operator. Not yet has there been

determined the definite form of affidavit required.

Consequences of Liniting Ownership and Operation

Both the strength and weaknesses of the restriction of ownership

to one farm unit seem readily apparent. To the degree to which single

ownership is observed there is established a ceiling upon farming

opportunities. The ceiling is not entirely removed even by consider-

able freedom to operate additional land under lease. The flexibility

and range of control arising from ownership in foe simple is reason-

ably obvious. Ownership provides a control allowing longer term and

more nearly certain planning. Ownership offers superior access to

credit facilities for both development purposes and current operations.

To illustrate this last, the Farmers Home Administration is currently
the greatest single source of credit for development purposes in the

project area. The FHPL must be expected to continue to hold this
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position. 'The R! makes credit constderaUy more readily available

to owner operators than to either tmart or landlords.

Perhaps in some measure there ray he violation of the "one farm

per family" rule by use of dummy ownership. Nonetheless, the evi-

dence of the continued avr political pressure and atation in the

Central Valley of Ca1ifOr1a indicates that Bureau of Reclamation

limitations on ownership are sufficLatly ineluctable th evoke a con-

siderable pressxre for their rmoval ere can be little doubt that

in a considerable measure the range in cppo'tun..ties is narrowed by

refusal of water delivery to more. t-ar. one farm uiit for any family.

The only case where the ownership liaitation might be expected to

impair equaltty of opportunity seriously would be in the case that

fann units were laid cut in such fashton that there was great dispar-

ity of opportunity afforded aong. these farm units. Consideration of

this possibility will be taken in connection with discassion of farm

unit layout.

As Indicated, the working polIcy with respect to furnishing water

to operations involving more than one farm unit has not yet been delim-

ited. It Is conceivable that the range of opportunities for farming

might be confined very closely to the exact bounds provided by the lay-

out of units. This could be done by pursuing a strongly restrictive

policy in approval of lease arrangementse There could be (1) a 1imIt-

lug of the total acreage that might be lease operated and/or (2)

establishment of rules making loasIn difficult. Rowever, there are

several reasons to doubt that the Bureau will embark on a severely
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cated l.n Chapter lB that a portion of project lands are held among

private individuals residin! at considerable tstances from the pro-

ject. By inheritance from the original, homesteaders many of these

lands have passed to p!cple ill prepared and little disposed to deve-

lop and farm them percrially. !r.e antsr-eculation provisions prevent

disposition of these lands at as h1 a price as would be obtained in

the absence of the apnraised price. (At least this is so for a period

of. five years from the beginning of the development period.) In con-

sequence, there exists en active desire on the part of many landowr erg

to lease their land. Particularly, are many desirous of obtaining

thereon developmental leases whereby subjugation is undertaken by the

lessee in lieu of rent. On the other side of the market there exists

an active demand for land. Leases may b obtained on more favorable

tee than in fuliy developed areas. tease operation provides more

rapid occupancy and development of the project and this is in the

interest of econorTdcal operation and maintenance. In consequence of

these several pressures the Bureau is almost certain to be liberal in

approving lease operation during the early period of development. There-

by is created a precedent difficult of contravention.

Additionally there is a feeling among many farmers that the aver-

age farm unit as laid cut in the Columbia Basin Project is of insuf-

ficient size to promote satisfactory 'nachl.neiy utilization. It is of
significance that this opinion is held among the more ambitious arid
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aggressive of farm operators. The result reasonably to be expected

is that a grEater measure of' polttica'L pres!ure will be prcduced by

those holding such Lons.

Aong a small ricit or Bureau personnel is held the opinion

that limitation of opportunity is very poor advertising for the Bureau

and impairs the prospect fox' apropriation.

Nuch more widely held amon; the agricultural specialists or the

Bureau is the opinion that the malier farm units do not furnish a

satisfactory farming cpportuoity. In consequence, there is a pressure

within the Bureau against severe rtrictions on furnishing water to

leased lands.

Finally it may te noted that leasing arrangeients have a rrieasure

of flextbility whIch would make very difficult enforcement of a severe-

ly restrictive policy of approval cf leases. For example, the same

net result mi,.ht be achieved, by a syst of custom farming on a share

crop basis or other contingent rent . Itnother possib.iIty is a

widespread use of oral lease arrare.ents.

The lim on on ownership would seem to function in a consider-

able measure to limit the range In opportunities by establishing a

ceiling. The practice of renting additional lands ma' be operated to

qualise opportunities where farm units have been laid out in markedly

disparate sizes. It would appear difficult to pursue a policy in

approval of lease arrangements sufficiently restrictive to hold eco-

noaic opportunities within the range established by farm unit layout.
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A ceiling on opportunities should be achievable by refusal to provide

water to hold.tns of leased ian.s o ny scapproacbng that of
the "corporation ris' of Caiiforni,



CHAP

1.AND PURCHASE AND SETTLER ELECT.Lc;i }iOGKAN

The necessity for disposition of excess lands was the original

justification for the land purchase program of the Bureau. The pro-

gram was provided for in the Act of l9L3. In the hearings on the

Act this provision was the feature most subject to consideration (9,

pp.1-23). It represented a diveince in Bureau policy. In its

original conception as the Reclamation Service in 1902, the Bureau of

Reclamation was expected to function to make arable some of those

arid portions of the public domain not suited. to conventional home-

tead entry. As time went on, the projects undertaken included pro-

gressively greater proportions of privately owned lands. Excluding

projects furnishing supplementary water to existing irrigation enter-

prisea, the Columbia Basin Project nvo1ved irrigation of more priv-

ately owned land than any previous single undertaking of the Bureau.

Further, a considerable portion of these privately owned lands were

organized into dry land grain fari'ing units of considerable magnitude.

It was argued that selling of excess lands (within these enterprises

particularly) to the ultimate settlers would be difficult of accomplish-

ment in an orderly fashion. Water would not be delivered to all of a

particular wheat farmers land simultaneously. This was expected to

disrupt in a high degree the organization and operation of the grain

farming enterprise. There were thought to be greater difficulties

than in past reductions of private lands to irrigation due to the more
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marked ownership limitations. Because oi. the greater amount of lands,

it was feared that there was a distinct possibility of lack of demand

to take up these lands diuteiy upon water being made available to

th. In consequence of these arguments, the ureau was empowered

and funds were made available for purenase of project lancs from

private owners and the counties wherein the project is located. Under

the land purchase program, the 3ureau ha euiided the ownership of

the United States very considerably by the end of l9l. Slightly

more than 2(X),CK)C) ac 'iere acquired y tmi.s date. This represents

an amount equal to api.,.roximitely one-third of the acrcage under pre-.

sent caedule for develoment.

Contrary to expectations, the lana acquired under the land per-

chaøe program has been in the largest part not wheat lands but instead

desert lands. This is prirnariiy explainable by two facts: Iirst,
much, if nt most, of such lands acied from private owners repre-

s.nted a0&ndoned roesteaded holdings individually far too small to

allow effective organization oi a ran,e enterprise. Second, the

appraised price at which the bureau of d t3 buy these lands was in

excesi of that obtainable from private range operators.

In its operations during the latter rtions f and subsequent

to World War ii, the land purchase pro iai benefited from a re-

inforcing factor. The intended di tiono f the farm units to be

created influenced some lanuowners to eii their iand to the sureau.

In the Columbia basin ?roj cot preference is grantee to veterans of

World War II for purchase of farm units wholly owned by the United
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States, Prior to delivery of water tc any irrigation block, a lot-

tery is held for the units owned by the Puited t.ates. Qualified

applicants for purchase receive by chance numbers allowing each in

order an opportunity to purche r'ne such unit. The price to he paid

is the current reappraisal. The ter...r of sale are for a 20'-year per-

iod with an interest charge of 3 perct. The desire to furnish far*.

ing opportunities to veterans has motivated sorie persons to sell

project lands to the Bureau. To date the number of qualified appli-

cants for each such drawing held has far outmrnhred the available

units in every case. In some instanees there have been as many as

800 applicants for every available nnt. Jhile non-veterans may have

opportunities to buy governnent unit at ome later date, the prospcte

for the occurrence appear unfavorable within the discernible future.

Qualifications of settlers for p'irchase f vernrnent units are

by no moans stringent. The chief crtteria are that the prospective

settlers have two year' farm experience, t,5OO net worth (formerly a

lesser amount), and be well qual ui ns to character, industry and

health, Depostons as to the last. three of these see'i not very dif-

ficult to obtain for the great bulk of the public. The first two

named (and rather nre definitive) rer'u5.rements appear to be widely

held.

Depite the great demand for the United States owned units, those

thus far sold include con guiations of land resources not allowing

any very wide range of choice in the pattern of the farm organization

that might be successfully established. The Settler Selection Unit of
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the Settlement Branch furnishes athrice and ccuncling to the success-

ful participants to the lottel7. it is hoped this may achieve choicea

of units upon the part of those lding hiher priorities of selection

which will lessen sett1ent failures. For cxanle, a prospective

settler who desired strongly to embari ott a cash row-crop aring

enterprise would have called to his attention the inherent limitations

and possibilities for failure on those larger rougher farm units best

adapted to livestock enterprises. E nc rneais all of those holders of

selection priorities insuring the j;- bility of obtaining units do

select them. It appears this is a cDnsequence in part of the advice

and information furnished by the Settlerient Branch. To date there has

been mthing that could be determined a distinct 'failure" on a veter-

an settLed government unit. Some further discussion of the experience

on Block I will be found in Chapter XI.

Conse9uencee of the Pro

The extensive land holdings of the United States in the Columbia

Basin Project buttress the policies embarked upon by the Bureau. \chile

a significant part of these holdings were acquired b7 withdrawal from

homestead entry of those portions of the public domain in the project

ares at the beginning of the project, the larger portion has been

obtained through the purchase program. As the owner of a considerable

portion of the project area the Bureau is in a position of consider-

able power. It may both grant and withhold favors as incentives to

conformance to the policies governing the project. In dealing with
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the private iandcwncrs in the area t !3ureau is empowered to exchan

lands with thrm anc lands to In genera]. the terms of

lease from the Bureau are :iore favorai than those obtainable from

private landowners, This reinforces wht the purchase progra".

In return for concessions fro:r the i3weau sore of the larger land-

holders have a'eed to sell t':L.r lard to the Bureau. Among the wheat

farmers particularly, tha has worked to their advantage. Maintenance

of a heavy investment in land has been avode d and the effective con-

trol has been retained by the owner -n lease terms involving lesser

cost than that of and. a percent interest charge en the money

received fron the ¶Jte States in tar,nt for the land. In disposi-

tion of farm units and portions of farN units, the Bureau is in the

position to ensure adherence to the antinpeculation and ownership

liittation regulations in a high

It is expeeed that lease ent-lly cnffie.d 5.riation

lands will be exce aivl. 13.'wever) thc leasing of dry lands,

wheie a lessee is also the owier of i'i. bl land, abiding by both

the spirit and letter of the project a& ay be 5.nsisted upon as a

condition of obtaining favors within the 'over of the Bureau to grant.

Sorte of the concessions to be obtaine fron the ureau are: (1) Lease

of non-irrigated lands, (2) alterations in sytar to serve the land-

owners iore favorably, an:.. (3) sale rf government land to conform

imite in areas not yvt receiviri: water,

Support for the land purchase jrorri has been iore largely based

upon the opportunities afforded veterans through the veterans preference
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provisions than upon its functtmtng a a moans of facilitating

administrative control orer t.o dolopmont of the project.

settlement aspEct f t'-e Dureau's rr rzim has receivec very

wide pub1city nct, is i 'k. Y'i'E-nOF in news releases

emanating from thc: Thnrau, Th settlor selectin :orar1 operates

within the confines of a lottery, This is a cc iderabe influence

on eettlenent opporthnities. 1$ is Dtc1it-orted. 1) by the

StRndards required for entry into lottery for the right of purch-

ase farm units and (" b-cr the com. firhiehed. throu the etler

Selection Unit o the nd ettlement Branc. t. tse ind1VULs hay-

ing the opportunity to eloct units. The reuirenents for the rIght

to purchase a farn unit onerate at onc;- ostnl.:Zish riinimum qualif 1-

catiorts in some neasure tending to foster successful settlement. 1one-

theless, the criteria are by rio so stringent as to guarentec?

this.

The requirement of two years fat experience does not stipulate

that this have been on an Irrieated farn. Nor does this experience

need to have been on a farr whos oortions are in aey degree sinilar

to the type of fai-n expected to be en god in within the project.

The nature of the farm experience allowable is subject to considerable

variation. While full entrepreneurship of a farming enterpri. se suf-

ficient to gain a livelihood for a f:oily is desLrod; considerably

lesser experience will qualify. In oo .quence, the general require-

ment by no ineans a uro that ul? there froll :etIn.g the require-

mont possess equally suitable exper: ence foi zettleuent of the Columbia

Baatn Project,
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The requirement of 500 net worth does not ensure a ftnancial

position allowing a settler to develop an irrigated farm in the Colum-

bia Basin Project without use of credit. On the contrary, it must be

considered as inadequate. With all commercial credit institutions,

it would represent a borrower equity entirely unsatisfactory to obtain

credit in an amount necessary to subjugate any of the great majority

of farm units, build a residence, and provide machinery and/or live-

itock. Further, the formal requirement allows some latitude as to

the form the $14,500 net worth may take. In some instances there is

allowed a value to owned items (aa a portion of the $14,50o net worth)

which may not be converted readily into a sum of cash as great as

their allowed value. Moreover, a portion of the 14, 500 net worth may

tak, the form of property incapable of being used directly in develop-

sent of an irrigated farm.

The personal tharacterities renuirements are in a high degree

subjective. This is not to say that character references are wholly

without validity in determination of suitability of a prospective

settler for successful settlement. Yet, it must be recognized that

a definite regression lurks in a character reference. There is requi-

red a determination that the one making the deposition is both a corn-

petent judge and unbiased. Sometimes this is rather difficult of

accomplishment.

Considerable advice is afforded prospective sttlers. Particularly

are limitations of those units requiring specialized ue called to

attantion. This is undertaken as a result of the Bureau's view that
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a settlement opportunIty consists of something more than the physical

eltuatLon wherein the settler is expected to establish hinseif. It

extends to include the prospective settler as well. What may be an

excellent opportunity for an individual, with a particular array of

skills and experience may be an invitation to disaster for another

individual with a different background. The prospective settler's

attsntion is drawn to the necessities for successful development of

any particular unit. Evidence is not sufficient to determine a satis-

factory- nwasureinent of the success of this effort. Although the United

States units in Block I and 2 have been settled for some time, the

economio situation facing settlers hag been so generally favorable,

there has been less than a fair test of the program. An examination

was made for administrative purposes by the Settlement Branch at the

end of the l92 crap season on the 28 farm units sold by the United

States under Public Announcements Nos. 1.1 and 2.1. ThIs covers aU

the units sold between January l9Li,9 and October l919. The report furn-

lehes the following partial evidence as to the success of the program:

All farm units are held by origins], purchasers.

No purchaser has left the farm after undertaking development.

By the end of the third crop year all farms had more than

three-fourths of the irrigable land developed.

(Li) In appraisal of the quality of land development (by the judg-

ment of the agricultural engineers of the Bureau): (a)

layout of the farm distribution syatem - poor 0%, fair 0%,

good 90%, excellent 10%; (b) construction of farm distribution
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syetern pcor 0, fair 30, good 70%, excellent 0%; (c)

land leveling poor 0%, fair 2, rood 7, excellent 0%.

() It wa eslYina.ted that capital accumulatIon since eettlenent

ranged fror l,300 to $11,000 and averaged $6,000.

While all of these indications are 4'avorablo to the Land Settle-

ment program, they do not show any cwtparison between those cettlere

within and without the 3ueau ettiernent progran. Some reauro of

comparison will be drawn in Chapter Xl.

SuwLary

The land purchase program of the Bureau may be expected to give

a degree of control providing greater conformity to the Bureau' s poll-

dee for lands owned by both the United States and others. The Land

Settlement program etipulate certain minimal qualifications for those

settlers on units owned by the United States. These qualifications do

not appear sufficient to guarantee successful settlement. Nor, do

these requirements appear to ensure that the human element of the

settlement opportunity shall not be subject to a considerable range.

The Settlement Branch endeavors to avert the more glaring cases of

incompatibility of settler and unit. It is, however, limited to an

advisory function. It may not direct which unit among those available

a lottery winner shall purchase.



CHAPTRR VI

ALLOCATIO1T f CONSTRUCTION CHARGES

Variation in construction charges anong. the different lands in

the project is the single item of Bureau policy most directly designed

to promote eqwility of opportunity in the Coitmibia Basin Project. s

originally conceived, the variation in construction charges was thought

to have a relatively high degree of effectiveness in helping to estab-

lish equalIty of opportunity. This is evidenced in the two quota-

tions from Problem 13 (5) cited In the forepart of Chapter II of this

study. Of the policies discussed in this study, it Is the problem

of allocation of construction charges that has engaged the greatest

amount of continuing study within the Bureau. It was deterdned in

the study of Prob1n 13 to be both feasible and desirable to vary the

portion of the construction costs of the project to be repaid by the

irrigation districts In accordance with the quality of the land to

receive water. General provision for this variation of construction

charea is contained in paragraphs 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d) of the repay-

merit contracts with the irrigation districts (7, p.).

In paragraph 9(b) Is provided an Advisory Coiwnittee to investi-

gate and make recomondations to the Secretary of the InterIor rela-

tive toi

"(1) The classification of the net irrigable acreage of
the entire project as to productivity under irrigation, taking
*ccount of soils, topogra' other relevent conditions,
and the relative repayment ability (repayment rating) for each
classificatIon. The reparnent rating classes and subclasses,

65
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and the standards for determining into what classes and sub-
1aesee lands are to be placed and for determining relative
repayment ability shall be prescribed by the Secretary.

The estiiiate of the total land preparation costs
for the net irrigable acreage of the entire project and in
each district (including in each case the allowances there-
fore included in the land appraisals), and the amount to be
allowed for land preparation costs as to various types of
land classified according to character and amount of land
preparation required, all &n accordance with standards to
be prescribed by the Secretary.

The appraised value of the net irrigable acreage
of the enttre project and of each district in accordance
with the appraisals approved by the Secretary under the
Columbia Basin Project Act, excluding thprovements and allow-
ances made for land preparation,"

The Advisory Committee was appointed in 19148. Therein Jacob

Weber, Quincy farier, and President of the Quincy-Columbia Basin

Irrigation District represented the Irrigation districts. John Moore

of the Regional Office, Region 1, Boise, Idaho, represented the Bureau.

Joseph C. Knott, Director of the Institute of Agricultural Sciences,

Washington State College was selected by the first two named members.

In l9&9, John oore was replaced on the Advisory Committee by William

Tufler, Director of Operation and Maintenance, Region 1, as representa-

tive of the Bureau. Weber is Chairman of the Advisory Committee,

Paragraph 9 (c) provides that the Secretary of the Interior shall
promptly advise the Irrigation districts of the recommendations of

the Advisory Committee and his proposed action on them. Thereafter

the diatriet are to submit any comments or sugstions relative to

the recommendations within 90 days of receIpt of the recommendations

and proposed actlom,
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Paragraph 9 (d) provides a specific repayment forrnula. The form-

ula operates as follows to allocate to each acre to be irrigated

within the project its portion of the aver3.g' 85 per acre construc-

tion charge for the whole project tc be by the water users:

There bu woed up the totals of costs of clearing, level-

ing, and establishxr1nt of farm distribution systeni as estimated by

the Advisory Comittee, the allocable construction charges (i.e., at

per acre), an the dry land appraised oiue of the land (not

including improvements). This sun he div by the total net acre-

age to be developed under irrigation to deteriine an average cost of

land and subjugation. This average . s called the "gross amount per

acre." Or letting

Number of acres to be developed under irrigation in the
project.

A = Total dry land appraised value of the lands represented

c : Construction costs locahle, i.e. L

s : Total costs of clearing, leveiin, and farm distribution
systems for the acreage represented by L, i.e., total coat
of subugation of the area tu be irrigated,

GA Cross amount per acre.

then GA : A C S

L

This gross amount per acie is distributed to each acre of

each repayment class for the lands to which the construction costs are

to be allocated by multiplying the repayment rating of the repayment

claea by the gross amount and dividing this product by the proportion



the repayment class represents of the whole project when weighted by

its repayment rating.

sum of the prodncts of the rment

when each is iultip14 e by the prcertre the acrenge of the repayment

class is of the total net rrigah1e acreage eloped. The

quotient thus deteridned is cafled the "base allowances eM represents

for each repayment clac:: the ccnhin' land. and sbju.gation coat and

ruction charge allocable per c'e thereto. Cr in addition to the

notation used before letttng

BC1, RC2, . . e of roaymerit cia

the reo ot ye repayment ratings for each
repayment class;

the resectl..ve percentages each repayment
claos rereent of 1 .
1 R: 100

base aUowance for

th,t the divisor used in the

0P each. rep nent class

(3) The construction obligation for any acre shall be the base

allowance applicable less the appraised price and estimated cost of

subjugation for the particular acre Or in addition to the notation

used before letting

Z a particular acre of land whose repayment class is Rex

= dry land appraised price of 2

cost of subjugation of 2

: construction costs allocable to 2

then C5 BAx - (z / Z)
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(ii) The construction obition for earth irrIgation block or

irrigation dist.rd c i.e th r. of the c:nstriction obligaticn

of the land included within Uock or ciistrict,

In uving toward deterinatio of the rocoe'ierdations nees sary

to implement the repayrient forula, the Advisory Committee has not et

continuouely. The Oorttttee ha had recourse to the services of

several governient oncies and the State Co.le. Washington in

obtal.ning and assessing inforat.ion ralevant t; deterünation of its

reccnnmendations. The prinary dciegation -f r ons.biiity for pro-

vision of information relative to tLo r yriecd capacity of Colunbia

Basin Project lands and feasible rej.ncmit rmoa mud groupings ha

been to a Working Comnittee. The Working Comnritttee is composed of

pereonnel of the Departent of Agrietzltiiral Economics and Thiral Soci-

Ology, Wathingtori State College and Econonis Branch, Project )evelop-

merit Division, Colunbia Basin Proj eci; ata, Tashingtcu. Certain

of the results of study primaril' undertaken in connectton wit alloca-

tion of construction charges have been and will continue to be used as

a basis for other functions of th T oiics Branøh.

At the time of ri ting C..ecehcr i952) t. dvi5or7 o.ttee has

not yet transiaitted its recornnmendatio; t to Secrotary of the Interiore

In a meeting in June i92 which u sr1eo cd meetings held

at irregular intervals over the past several years, the dvtsory Com-

mittee reached tentative approval of regation of Columbia Basin

Project lands into eight repayment ci Therein the ratio between

the highest and lowest repayment rat.ing uhould be three to one with
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equal interv.ls hetwen ratins. t th present a report is in th?
process of' be.:i orrmie fcr an of teze recoreiiatjons
to the Secretary ef the Inr'. cpos ot the reco-
mendations o? the iory Co'rittee s n orer; 'owe.'er, the recom-

mendations can he htter un'1; 'o by a short account of the rrtetho.

of study and prov.si nf rrti'7n uhereon the recenendation were

based, As reeontod in h.utr.r ve 11 pertion of the
Co1wibia Basin project ar h. e n r.ci'd 3:r cultivation under irriga-

tion. Among the project .ated only portIon if the
land types roposed for irrigation r'tJ, There re no very

ccrprehensive or lon' tire ree-'dr. f ' ±e l-: :.rovIusly Irriated
in the Colirn±!.a as1n. Nor, are tho reoord of previous irriga-

tion in the pr'1ect area for sig c;nt lanc. ource situatIons

scheduled for dsv&opnent, In ccn cercr, recource was had to study
of irrigated roa. crra ro:-- significant situations to be
found axong Cclurbir ra.n 1

In the depree to uhtch the prohier. was studied in the report on

Problem 13 the r.mi Thein roiect was considered priniarily in terms

of the five rnost extensive ind c'e. Theoe are land classea 1,
2?, 25, 3?, and 3. ((1ass land d14'ferentiated as occurring

intermjrwi.ed with hotter ans ;oc' hodjç of primarily

1ass 3S land), It was determined to 1oca lans currently
igated in the Pac±fc N,rthwest those areas with soils whose depth,

texture, and topography were most nearly like those to be found In the

Columbia Basin. This search progressed and prelInInary study was made
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within seine of these areas. It- soon became apparent that the land

classification of the Colwibia Basin Project did not possess a satis-

factory degree of refinement. The Coluiibia Basin land classification

did not appear to assure that all lands falling within a single land

class possessed a sufficient degree of similarity in their character-

istics to represent substantially eaual economic potential. For

example, Class 25 land might represent (to suggest only a partial

of possibilities): (1) A soil of excellent texture throughout but

shallow to gravel and cobbles; (.) a soil of urilimiting depth but quite

sandy in texture and with the fines consisting almost entirely of silt
rather than containing any significant clay fraction; (3) a soil of

good texture throughout most of the profile but quite sandy in the top

to 6 inches; (1.) a soil containing a concentration of alkali such

as to hinder the growth of some crops; or (5) a soil of sandy texture

underlain at a depth of approxtmately two feet by a layer of caliohe

impervious to root penetration and perhaps only partly permeable by

water. The variations in the limitations presented among five such

eojl5 as above listed in terms of agricultural potential are striking.

Obviously they vary widely in significant economic characteristics.

Frobable economjc differences" for these soils may be (1) amount of

water used under customary irrigation methods; (2) crops that may be

grown; (3) necessary irrigation labor; (t) response to fertilization;

and (5) probable yields. This is a considerably loss than exhaustive

list of econornic differences" for such soils. Recognition of the

limitations of land classification required a further delineation of
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Colt ia Basin Project into various "land types". These were

given summary characterizat.on in the latter part of Chapter I, Part

A. The land types are based primarily on the land classification and

soil series designations. They have been mapped for the project.

There is available a continuing record of crops, yields, livestook

and a considerable measure of water use data for each farm within

Bureau of Reclamation irrigation projects. The comparable areas

tad for study were drawn from Bureau or Warren Act projects because of

the availability of those "raw" data. The areas chson for study are

listed in Table 14 below. This table is taken from the report, "Com-

parable Area Analysis" issued October l93. by the Economics Branch, of

the Ephrata office of the Bureau (6, p.3).

Additional lands were studied particularly in the Kennewick and

(}rangsr' areas in the Yakima project, but were discarded. In largest

part these areas proved unsatisfactory for study due to (1) the dif-

ficulty of approximating the size of holding anticipated in Columbia

Basin and (2) the sparseness of the sample obtainable. Within the

areas chosen for analysis, farms were selected by soil acientiats

from the Regional Office, Region 1, and the Land Development Branch,

Ephrata. These soil scientists were familiar with both Columbia Basin

project soils and farm unit layout. Records of farming operations on

these farms were obtained over several years. in some instances these

records were taken for more than ten years. The Annual Water Users

Census was by far the moat important source of basic data. From the

interviews within these areas, and tabulation and statistical analysis
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of the sou'ce data there were determined historical measurements of

(1) cropping patterns, (7) yields, and (3) livestock enterprise pat-

terns in areas similar to Columbia Basin ?roject lands (6, pp.12-20).

Tab).o . Comparable Areas Studied in Five Pacific Northwest
Irrigation Projects

Oregon
TJatill*

Idaho
Ovyhee

Idaho
Boise

Stanfield
Irrigation District
Vale -Oregon
Irrigation District

Owyhee
Irrigation District

Payette-Oregon Slope
Irrigation District
5]. de
Irrigation District
Bench
Irrigation District
Gem
Irrigation District
Black Canyon
Irrigation District

Comparable Areas
Studied

Graridview
(Classes 1, 2 and 3)
Emerald
(Classes 2 and 3
Kittitas
(Classes 2 arid 3)
Stanfield
(Classes 2 and 3)
East Bench
(Class

Newell Heights
(ChIefly Class 1)
Payette-Oregon Slope /
(Better soils)
Slide
(Better soils)

Home dale

(Class 3)
Notus
(Better soils)

Data for those areas encompass entire irrigation districts. These
districts are comparatively small and are comprised of a high pro-
portion of top quality land.

State and Subdivision
Project or District

Washington
a1dma Sunnyside Division

Yittitas Division

Oregon
Vale

Oregon
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These 4hree factors together w,. th the farn rinnagerent data relat-

ing to water use and produticn technique were used s the basis of

a series of rather detailed fsrr2 budgets. In these budgets each of

12 of the more sic'rdficant land types were. represented by three farms.

The fan sizes posited by tese budgets were those prescribed b

standards ?or each land trpe the variable factor among the three

farms was length of frost-free period. There were distingu.shed frost-

free eriods of (1) above 180 days, (2) ]i0-)JO days, and (3) less

than lO days. Yields for different crops were not varied for budget-

ing purposes as a result of variations n frost-free period. 7*rever,

the cropping patterns were altered as arong these cliat1c zones.

It was recognized that the tTpQ Of farming engaged in and other

farm producer responses are deternine by the relation between the

prices of farm products in seneral to the nrce level for the whole

eoonoiy. Nonetheless, the price lev. of 1919 was posited for

the budgets preparec, This was done for seveal reasons (1) Mi.ch

more satisfactor infor.'aton was available regarding these prices.

(2) Parity (which had and still has a considerable neasure of political

sanction) stood close to 100 for moat of the year. (3) The patterns

of farming used for the various land Lrie were baaed on periods where-

in the relative general advantage of aericulture reuresented several

levels.

There bud!ts and their net results in the form of a per acre net

ince figure allocated to water by land type were presented to the

Advisory Committee in an extended meetIng in the summer of 1950. In
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attendance wore the Advisory Committee, staff of the Ephrata Econo-

aics Branch, and, Project Develotent Supervisor. In attendance for

portions of the nieeting, were various agronomic, soils, and agri-

cultural engineering experts. Corsiierab1e surprise was evidenced

that the range in annual net income anong the land types should be so

great as that suggested by these budgets. This range wa from 57

per acre for Class 1 Warden or T.Th.e r cii in the most favorable

climatic zone to the negative igur of almost 43.50 per acre for

class 3 Quincy soils in the Isast ravorable climatic zone (Table 5).

There wa i neral acceptance oi th iart of the Advisory Com-

mittee both of the method of approach to the probleo and of the valid-

ity of the budget reri1ts. notheless, the Econod.cs Branch drew

attention to two liid.tatons in their forraulatIcn of the study. First,
there had been something less than complete success In obtaining a

satisfactory saie of operatIng units on land fois similar to some

Columbia Basin land trpes in tosc sIze& to be used in the budgets.

Second, the determjnatjo of repayment capacity of the land typos was

essentially a forecasting job. Though a historical determination of

previous relative econonic advantage among the land types xight have

been achieved In a satisfactory deee, the objective before the corn-

mittee was application to t1e life of repaynent contracts ranging more

than 50 yeare Into the future. Tho..:h rates of change in techniques

of farm production and trenth in culture had been extrapolated

in sorie measure for the hwLets, there was room for a cfference of

opinion as to the degree to ñ:ich this should be done. These two
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considerations led the Avisory Coittee to ask for (1) further

study of co araole areas and () lton of three ctttecs of
experts in the flelth of agronoriy, so±Ls, and agricultural engineer-

ing to assist n development of asoiiration for second set of bud-

gets. The specialists appointed were for nost part representatives

of the StatE College of washington ani the Bureau. The service of

representatives of fithr organizaan were utilized n a small

measure,

The wor: o the co'rnttee soils brought revisions and additions

in the land t;-pe deLineations. 5ir1 nunber is 22. After further

study of com::ar&le and tU tin' the findings of the three

tecical corittes as . La,Ls, th Le oLcs Lrauch, Lohrata pre-

pared a second serie of budgcts. The re considered by the Mvia-

ory Committee in a t ee-da:r. tin in June i9!2. A short introduc-

tory explanation of the alteratic::. in the land tjpe areas was given

by C. C. Burniaw., Bureau of 'kc1.ation soil scIentist. With this

exception, attendance was confined to the Advisory Corrittee, working

Coxnnrtttee, Economics X3ranch, and the ?roject )eveloprnent pe.rvisor.

Budgets were prepared for the 22 land tes within two rather than

three climatic zones, The division between annual frost.free

periods of more than arid 1 th:n IICJ dnys. The previous set of bud-

gets had shown little fic&ric in the distinction between those

areas having 1etween lh0-da and 180-day frost-free periods and those

having less than iLc days frost-free. These were avera bdgets

rather than "typical" t. Thi is to say, they did not represen



Land yp
Areas

2-W
3-.w

2-E
2-Ea

3-E*
1-B
2-Bt
2-B
2-ia
3-Bt
3-B
3.Ba
2-SE
3-SE
1-0
2-ct
2-0
1-Q
2-Q
3-Q

Over 150 Days Frost Free
192 1950

68.00
o.00

82.00

214.00
10.00

2.00
67.00
146.00
21.00
7.00

7.00
56.00
26.00
hi.00
25.00

V
10.00

V
30

V
11.00

1/
2.00

!79.00
57.00
36.00
71.00

) .00
21.00
10."
2.00

148.00

5.00
20.00
2.00

Less Than 180
19 '

Days 1'roBt-Free
1.950

'5o .00
3c:50

50
hi
26 60

1J
10.00

V
25.00

V
11.00

2.00
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organization of farrrts such as an inividua1 farier would establish.

Rather, te- -eprescrted a d.str1 'Y enterpres to be xected
aa an averap for all feiis w:tthin rart:.cu1ar land type. The

fraentaljatjoj of ordina- wo i.nitz involved in detezining
investJnent, work r trement3, aci:ry requiremts, etc. at first
sight surpr e:': persons not f.iiliar dth th problem irrroived

(Appendix D).

A general comparison of the l9) l92 dt results i
shown balow:

Table ....ior Berr-en °0 ai 1r2 lts for Budet,
Co1uihia Basin Project Land ypee

/ EA, Ba, Bt, 0, and Ot lRnd typeE not uti1ied in 1950 budgets.
2-Ot in areas with more than 180 days frost-free and 1-Q in both
climatic areas not delineated in 1952 budgets.

1.00 1/ 1 1/
ho 00
13,

ri
U-.

37.00
16.00

67.00 614.00
7' 143.00

35oo / 30.00
1 00

11.00
-L .00

5.00
-2.00

7.00
-14.00

2.50
__1
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It may be noted that the presence of a negative figure for to

water does not suggest that the lands for which this occurs will not

continue to be farmed. It indicates rather that the operator will

derive less than the average rate of return for his capital and

labor. This is not an unusual phenomenon in agriculture.

After conaideration of these findings, the Advisory Committee

detennined during this meeting to divide the 22 land types into eight

repayment classes. The repayment ratings for these classes would pro-

gre by equal intervals through a range wherein the highest repayment

rating would be three times that of the lowest repayment rating. No

regard was given to differences in the length of frost-free period to

which lands are subject. Lands under firm schedule f or irrigation

(as of 1952) were grouped into the eight repayment classes (Table 6).

It was the further decision in a meeting in August, 1952 of the

Advisory Committee that the Committee would recommend direct applica-

tion of the repayment rating indexes. Such a procedure would operate

in lieu of calculation by means of the repayment formula in the repay-

ment contract to determine construction obligations. Such a change

would require a renegotiation of the repayment contracts with the

irrigation districts. Renegotiation is considered attainable.

The repayment rating indexes calculated according to the decision

of the Advisory Committee together with the construction charge per

acre per year if the repayment ratings were used as the only deter-

minant of construction obligations are given below. These indexes

are calculated on the basis of the distribution of land types shown



Table 6. Land Types Grouped Into Fight hepa;nnent Rat
Classes, Columbia Basin Project, 1952

Total

2-SE
3-W
2-0
2-B

3-Bt
3-S

3-E
2-Q
2

3-B
3-Ea
3-Ba
3-Q

Income
to Water

66

Iri-igable
Acres

67,590

23,162
23,005
147,101

26,1470

86,613
2,78)4
5,921

3,285
11,1141
143,391
5)4,736

6,300
1,863
2,5614

70,075
17,677

6,192

26,189
21 ,Li98
12,698
37,135

597,390

148

148

7
36
30
28

21
20
16

10
7
5

2
2

-1
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in the preceding table with an index of 100 representing the average

for those project lands under scheduled developments

The deciston of the Advisory Committee to recommend against use

of the repayment Contract formula for allocation of construction char-

gee wan based upon several considerations. Probably the foremost of

these eteimted from a demonstration that application of the formula
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with the recommended repayment classes and lndexee would reau].t in a

nsgative construction obligation on those lands in the lowest repay-

ment rating classes where such lands had high development costs.

Awng farm units laid out and scheduled to receive water there wa

aslected one with 75.8 acres irrigable. The construction obligatLon

for this farm was calculated under the recoyimendations to

have a tots]. construction obligation of 42,365.00. A second considera-

tion was that there exists anong fariers a wide divergence of opinion

aj to the amount of leveling and elaborateness of distribution system

econcsicafly desirable. It was feared that use of fixed rates for

development of lands would tend to alienate those farmers whose views

differed from the persons establishing such a set of rates. It appea-

red that such a contingency would considerably increase the difficulty

of obtaining acceptance among water users for the whole plan of gradu-

ated Construction charges. The ideas represented within the formula

were considered not to be incorporated into the general pattern of

thinking among the prospective water users. Soiewhat akin to the

second consideration as influencing difficulty of obtaining water user

Repayment
C1as

Repayment
index

Construction Charge
er Acre Per Year

1 153.35 3 .26
2 138.75 2.95
3 1214.114 2.614
14 109. 2 33
S 91* .93 2.02
6 80.33 1.71
7 65.72 1.140
8 51.12 1.09
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acceptance of the plan was a thrd. With land devilopmont being done

a period of years, the genera]. p 1 and particularly the
tary costs of land subjugation must be expected to fluctuate.

It was tIught that use or the formula iilth its set rates for subjuga-
tion of different configurations of 1.m&i would be both difficult to

"esu" the fax,ner and involve certairi inconsistency in approach.

As before indicated, the reco ei tlons of the Advisory Comnittee

have not yet been adopted by the of the Interior. The recent

(November l92) el tion has hnet th ria one]. administration. A

new Conwiisei.orier of Reclamation and decretar of the Interior may or
may not see fit to adopt this plan. Forever, the recommendations of

the Advisory Committee represent the Bureau'z policy at this time.

Consequences of Variation of Construction Charges

Examination of the problem of allocation of construction tharge
been long continuing. This examination has been systematic and

detailed. Stucy of the problem appears to have a considerable measure

of validity. There was undertaken extensive inquiry into a wide vari-
ety of farming situations. Detailed budgets were prepared for almost

100 combinations of farm size, soil, and climate Men of wide practi-

ca]. experience and academic training functioned as technical advisors
on various points. Despite all the foregoing, the probability is not
great that variation of construction charges can achieve any substan-

tial degree of equality of opportunity for Columbia Basin Project

setti era.

The reasons for this are twofold,
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First (and of lesser .mportance) ther seems to be little pro-

bability of approval of any variation in contruction charges comT1ei

eurate with the variatio'j in ropVm'nt capacity indicated by the

investigations. Budget analysis indicated (Table 5) that at 19149

prices there would be derjve a ran:e in annual income to water from

414.00 to $91.00 per acre, it, the recoended range of variation
in Construction charges s siibstant1l1y n: th or:iar of fron i.00
to $3.00 per acre arn-"ly, The opThion wa expressed within the

Advisory Cmrtte tnt even this range would rcqure a epocial "sell-

ing job" in order to obtain general acceptance aiong the water users.

Second (and nore important) the incidence of the construction

charge will not be of s.fficient irct tt. 1:e o± a very great signifi-
cance. It represents a relatively riinor proportion of total ecpenee

even upon the least intensively rarmed lands. From the budget data

on a 19149 price basis (where each farm represnts the standard size

for that land class arid is developed and operated as a separate 'unit)

the average expense per acre roTn slightly more than $100.00

to almost $200.00, This expense includes a return to the entrepreri-

eur's labor and capital. Let us assume a reduction in the price level

coupled with a widespread multiple oration of unite. The multiple

operation will snrcad overhead cost ore widely, Even under these

easumptions, average to il expone per acre on the least intensively
famed lands mvst be expocte to h ol' such an order that the average

annual construction charge per ac (':".l2S) will be of less than
primary significance, The 2.l25 aver.e constructIon charge is less
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than one-haJi of the currently est1ate3. annual Cpratton and Main-

tenance charge at iaturty (.5.5T r acre).

Diminution of the ifl'ier'.c of th xo cinstructoi charges on
equality of opportunity arises in part fro:n tc :eneral ri of the
price level. In part, it results frovi ches in the nature of farm-

ing organizatjcr anr operation, Th hih;r price level is reflected

in higher development costs and hihcr operational costs of farrLng.

Additionally, both overhead costs oor fled investment and

variable costs have tended, to rise n irr agriculture in greater

measure than the fluctuation In price leve', This has occurred as a

result of an increasing co rcialicati. and specialization in agri-

culture. Technical inncvation of the past ew :Tears have tend'-d

particularly toward utilization of increasing amounts of capital in-

puts with a given coruhination of land. and labor. Probably the most

striking eanole of ehan in short run varis.ble capItal inputs is in
the use of fertilizer. In the area of longer run variable capita].

inputs, the increase in machinery investment ari3 machine use has been

very great. This last change has been. quite ac marked for sotne f the

more important irrigated crops epected to be grown in the Columbia

3asin if not more marked than wIthin a; culture as a whole. The

increasing mechanization of sugar beet, potato and hay production coins

most i!radiately to mind. Increased mechanization In irrigated a,ri-

culture has been and s being reflected in a de ree of refinement in

subjugation previously consierpe unnecessary. ubjugation for irriga-

tion in the Co.uinbia Basin y be contrasted with earlier efforts in



the general area. There is (1) more careful leveling, (2) greater

use of underground distribution systems, (3) use of sprinkler distri-

bution systems, (Li) enlargement of fields (for more efficient machine

use and to conserve labor by lengthening runs), and (5) more careful

rock removal. Probably the single most significant technological

innovation influencing inveskent and operation costs for the Columbia

Basin has been the introduction of sprinkler irrigation. Irrigation

of land by sprinkling tends to be economically best justified on the

lighter more sandy soils. As was pointed out in Chapter I, the Colum-

bia Basin is characterized by considerably lighter soils than occur en

the average among Northwest irrigated lands. It is difficult to fore-

cast the ultimate use of sprinklers in the project; but in the first

two irrigation blocks receiving water, (Hlocks 1 and 2) more than one-

half of the land is irrigated under sprinkler installations ranging

in original cost from O.0O to almost $125.00 per acre. Power coats

average approximately $.00 per acre. Power, depreciation, repair and

interest costs on a sprinkler system must be expected to be more than

ten times greater than the average construction charge.

uary
Variation in construction charges can be expected to increase

equality of opportunity. Nonetheless, this influence cannot be of

marked importance, because (1) it is considered infeasible to vary con-

struction charges in the proportion of the variability of Columbia

Basin Project lands and (2) the construction charge is not in itself
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a highly significant charge. Jven under a riuch reduced price level

an $85OO per acre conatruction charge repaid without interest through

a IO-year repayxent period cannot be expected to be of such siffi-

canoe that its allocation by c1as of land could achieve equality of

opportunity.



CHATT'R VII

VARIATION OF OPERATION AND MAiNNANCE CH4RGES

ival cost of operation and maintenance of the project works
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is a ittore significant charge against the irrigated lands of the Colum-

Ma Basin Project than the construction charges considered in Chapter

VI. For convenience the annual operation and maintenance charge shall

be referred to as the annual C) & L During the early years of the

project while Grand Coulee Darn was being built, but prior to World

War II and prior to construction of any strictly Irrigation facili-

ties, the annual 0 & M was estimated on a project-wide basis at $2.60

per acre. Replacement of facilities, wages and other items of cost

have not been Immune to the trend of the times, and currently for plan-

ning purposes the annual 0 & M is estimated at $.9:) per acre. In

contrast, the construction charge represents an average annual charge

of $2.l2 per acre. Assuming the $5.50 figure to be reasonably accu-

rate, the annual 0 & M must be expected to bear upon the project lands

omewhat more than two and one-half times the burden of the average

ruction charge. The policy of the Bureau with respect to 0 & M

charges is to vary these in accordance with the repayment capacity of

the land to the degree that this charge lies within the Bureau's june-

otion (7, p.6 and p.10). The final qualification is added because

the Bureau is in a position to vary the 0 & M among the various lands

within a block only during a ten-year "development period." It w's

indicated In Chapter VI the development period commences with the year

in which the block first receives water. Sub8equent to the deelopinent
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period the decision regarding the variation of 0 & M charges or

whether there ahall be any such variation shall be determined by the

irrigation dietricts. The 0 & M charges levied upon water users to

date have been varied in the sane proportions as the productivity

indexes of the five land classes in Problem 13. For classes 1, 2T,

28, 3?, antI 38 or their equivalent these are at the relative rates of

100, 8, 70, 5, and 0, respectively. ater has been delivered to

Block 1 for four years on this haste. While farmers on Block 1 do not

feel 8trongly on the subject over this period, there appears to be

genera]. water user satisfaction with the variation of 0 & t charges.

To date there has been little indication as to the probable attitude

of the irrigation district boards of directors toward the question.

The Advisory Committee is not requtred specifically to pass upon

the question of variation of 0 & M charges. Nevertheless, because of

the obvious impact upon repayment capacity the subject arose. In the

June 192 meeting it was decided that a narrower range than the three

to one spread in construction charges would be desirable for continua-

tion of variation of 0 & M charges. This action appears significant

of future Bureau policy; for the suggestion erianated from the Director

of Operation and Maintenance, Region 1. The siggestion was concurred

in by the Project Development Supervisor.

Variation in 0 & N charges extends beyond variation of charges

a'ong classes of land, 0 & 14 charges are graduat.ed over the develop-

ment period for each block. This variation ranges from 70 percent in

the first year by uniform progression to approximately 130 percent in
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the last year. This variation was instituted to enable those sett-

lera with lIMted financial resources to avoid the full cost of water

charges until they have had an opportunity to achieve subjugation of

their farms and establish theiselves. Over the entire development

period the total 0 & M chargeable is expected to he collected by the

government.

Finally, there shall be no variation in 0 & M charges because of

variations in the costs of operation and maintenance directly trace-

able to different lands. Specifically, thoso lands requiring expen-

sive relift pump installations shall not be charged a higher 0 &

rate. These areas served by relift punpe are not charged a higher

rate; though in addition to all the costs required to serve the lands

rt requiring such installation they have added power, pump tender

wage, depreciation, repair and interest costs to the total 0 & M.

nc.s of Policy on 0 & 14 Char:e

It would seem readily apparent that the 0 & 14 charge must bear

a more important influence on equality of opportunity than will the

construction charge. There are three reasons for this: (1) 0 & N

charges are assessed from the beginning of the development period and

thus niet be paid during the critical period of establishment of the

fanning enterprise. 7) At the present time the average 0 & N char-

ges are estimated at slightly more than two and one-half times the

average construction charge. Although water is being delivered to a

considerable acreage, actual 0 & 14 costs will not be determinable

until more of the project is under irrigation and repairs and
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depreciation of installations are more accurately determinable The

estimated average 0 !t charge of ,5G per acre annually would make

an expense item averaging approxaly OO.00 per farm. Thile

generally at the present level of 1c prices, this is not a sum to

determine success or failure of settlement, still it is a consider-

able amount. (3) In contrast to the construction charge obligation,

the 0 & H charge 'iay not become deinquent without loss of serv'ice of

irrigation water. A delinquency for one or two years in payment of

construetion charges will not forthwith force a farmer out of business.

Failure to receive irrigation water for an irrigated desert farm will

curtail operations immediately.

By the method of determination of water charges whereby water in

of the annual allotment is charged for at increasing rates as

i used (7, p.10), the burden falls more heavily upon the lands

with the lower water allotments. In general these are the better

lands. By the evidence of the budgets of the allocations analysis

these better lands are best able to pay these charges. while it may

not yet be eafe to generalize, the evidence to date on Blocks 1 and 2

indicates that it is on the Class 1 land that excess water is most

widely used. Further it appears that on Clase 3 land excess water 18

least used.

Of benefit to the farmers of the generally poorer lands (particu-

larly the moat sandy soils) is the provision that the water allotment

varies aing the various lands so that there is provided within the

nnua]. water allotment an amount of water considered adequate under
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reasonable rnanagenent to irrigate th ians. The water duty classes

provide a rane of from 3. acre fe t .O acre feet of water per

irrigable acre annually. Thus, thore is a measure of equalIty of

opportunity afforded In that the basic water chare for sufficient

water to irrigate an acre of ground Is not varied directly with the

quantity of water used.

The 2 to 1 range in 0 ciargcs is not of sufficient signifi-

cance to make farming of Class 3-S land as profitable as farming

Class 1 land on the whole. Firther, rent indicatIons are that the

Bureau does not thtend to vary the water charges by a greater range

than that of two to one during the development period. Nonethele

this variation of 0 moves toward creation of equality of opportu-

nity. As was pointed out, the decision as to variation of 0 & M

charges after the development period rests with the Irrigation DIstrict.

No clear cut attitude on theIr part toward this question has yet

evolved,

Attention has been drawn to the ir1u policy of assessing equal

water charges for both lands served entirely by gravity flow of water

fro* the outlet of the pumps at Coulee Dam and lands to whom water

service requires one or mnom relift pumpings. Operation and maInten-

ance a! sorts of these relift inBtallations is very expensive. In some

instances pumping costs exceed the amount of the 0 & M charge collec-

ted for the lands so served. The economist may be a trifle surprised

at bringing of water to lands where the variable costs of service are

not net. Nonetheless there can be little doubt that such action
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operates to prevent riinution of oDportimity for the settlers on

these lands in coiparison with those settlers of the portions of the

project not reouirin service by ft ririp installations.

The greater portion of the lan hav frost-free periods in

excess of 180 days are anong thoe roou r±ng clift installations.

To some degree a greater ecorrnic oportunity is afforded through

superior flexibility in cement of w'ration because of the longer

owing season, hider yield better aportunitr for double cropping,

end opportunity to grow a widcr wtrietr of crops in the areas with

longer growing season. 1n equaliaticn of the water charge between

such areas and the re inrer of the proect operates to create a div-

ergence in sett1enent oportmitiec. TJith regard to the lands with

no longer than average frost-free rcn serve by relift pwp, the

equalization of C M charges operates to foster equality of opportu-

nity. As the frost-free period exceeds the average for the project

in those lands served by relift pump the eoualization of 0 & M charge

there is created pro tsnto a diirerence in opportunity. The measure

of advantage of the longer growing saso is d.fficult of assessment.

The allocations budgeting Indicated there was relatively little signif-

icance for income potential in lands with above 180 days frost-free

period except on the better lands. tsic assumptions of the alloca-

tions work involved were that soil lInjtations would function to limit

crop adaptability and yield in far more iarked fashion than would

length of frost-free perio. Nonetheless, the phenoiena of double

cropping and superior flexibility of operations were not recognized

in the allocations budgeting. There does not appear to be sufficient
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evidence to drat any ver t.ctr eu ens -n the natter;

since utilizati'n of th pr.cuLa nur:'.. dvntce is dependent in

a more than ordinar r v ctT tit oerntor's abilties.

Suniar3r

The 0 & N charges are more significant than the construction

charges. Their variation by land class is in the same direction as

the variation recommended for construction charges but in a lesser

range. Establishment of variation in water duty classes and penalty

ratie for excess water combine with the variable 0 & N charge to give

a measure of equality of opportunity. This measure of equality of

opportunity Is at best limited because of nre significant influences

on equality. It is not certain that variation of water charges will

become an integral part of the operation of the Columbia Basin Project.

Equalization of water charges as among lands served at varying coats

operates to roster eqwlity of opportunity in acne cases and to create

divergence in opportunities in others.
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CHJPTER VIII

FARM UNIT LAYOUT

Layout of "farm unite" draws to attention the considerable amount

of r.conciliation required in application of a set of theoretical

standards to the limitations of the physical scene and the persons

Involved. As noted in Chapter II, Problem 6 of the Joint Investiga-

tions was undertaken with the intent of determining the size of farm

unite necessary for obtaining a "suitable level of living" for the

prospective settlers. The field of study of Problem 6 was reconsidered

idiate1y subsequent to World War II and appeared as Development

Report No. 1 (12). Standards were established therein recommending a

distribution of farm unit sizes among the various land classes of pro-

jeot lands. The standards provided for farm units averaging somewhat

niore than 70 irrigable acres per unit. On the basis of relative

weightings of 100, 85, 70, 5, and O for land Classes 1, 2?, 25, 3T,

and 33, respectively, the average farm unit by these standards would

óontain approximately 15.6 acres of Class 1 equivalent. Ranges were

provided for in the reconmiendations of Development Report No. 1 for a

distribution of the several classes of land into farm units of varying

uses. These recommended distributions provided both (1) that these

ranges be considerably narrower than existing ranges of sizes of farms

ang other Northwest irrigated lands and (2) that the number of farms

with sizes approximating the midpoint of the range be far greater than

the nuaber of farms approximating in size the ectremes of the



reoomended ranges. The criterion of a marked modal group near the

nidpoint of the range is pronounced in comparison with other irrigated

areas of the Pacific Northwest. A copy of the recommended farm unit

iizae for various land casses taken from the summary of Development

Report No. I is appended for examination (Appendix C). These recoin-

aendatione were established as criteria

Coluabia Basin Project by Commissioners

ment No. 1, dated October 9, l9L7 (1).

Prior to examination of the record
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ng within the framework of the criteria of Appendix C, it would be

U to state frankly the opinion of the majority of landowners and

prospective settlers who express an opinion on the desirability of

these standards. This is substantially that farm units conforming to

these standards provide units insufficient in size (1) to furnish

desired operator incomes; (2) to ut±lie fully the labor of most opera-

tors with the types of enterprises most widely desired; and (3) to

provide efficient utilization of modern machinery and the most effi-

cient current production techniques. Considerable sympathy with the

above listed views exLt among Bureau personnel in a position to

influence the layout of farm units. Particularly may this feeling be

noted among the agronomic and soil scientists represented on the Farm

Unit Flat Adjustment Committee. Engineering personnel involved appear

to have no very active desires either to abide by or to alter these

standards. The general consequence has been in the direction of a

pressure in application of the standards toward larger units.

for farm unit ayout of the

Circular Lette 387, Supple-

of farm unit layout as opera-



aixe of farm.e in Block 70 is t9.3 acres.

33.7 acres of Class 1 equivalent. These

plat of Block 70.

Additional pressures In: uenciri deter:

The average f arm contains

data are taken from the final

on of farm size are

the pattern of ownership and topographical consideratione. With res-

p.ct to topography, Problem 6 of the Joint Investigations is stated

for investigation as: "To delimit the sections within which it i

desirable that farms be laid out in adjustnent to topography aid to

topographically controlled features." The report on this problem con-

c1udes "While the initial surveys and deternrLnation of areas to be

included in topographically controlled farm units involved some
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The pressure to lay out larger has not been the only in-

fluence on the character and pattern o rn unit size. In the poT-

tion of the project that was being irrigated prior to service by

Bureau constructed facilities there has been a pressure to establIsh

anite conforming to e1sting farming operations. The prime example

of thie may be seen in the layout of Elock 70. Block 70 lies in the

northern portion of the project just below the Main Canal and the

northern portions of West Canal. (Figure 3). Block 70 consists of

slightly 1558 then 6,000 acres of irrigable land divided Into 121

full-time farm units. Block 70 does not consist entirely of previous-

1.7 establiehed fazs but does include a considerable number of such.

For th. ist part these are small. They are located in the Grant

Orchards-Adrian-Stratford area. In comparison with a recommended avera-

ge standard size ror full-time farm units of approximately 71.1 acres

containing just under acres of Class 1 equivalent, the average
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additional work the saving In the crst of constructing irrigation

facilities, the annual savin in maintenance, and the benefits to

the water user derived from havin a compact farm seem to outweigh

greatly the disadvantages of this type of subdivisIon'1 (8, p.115).

The goal of layout of farm unIts on a topographical basis is to

achieve where possible farm units w.th a single general slope and

without intersection by roads, canals, or extensive bodies of non-

irrigablelands. OrigineJ.ly it was thought this layout would be con-

fined to the more roiling nortions of' the project. However, there

has been adherence to the polIcy insofar as possible in all farm unit

layout to date. General conformance to this procedure has operated

to increase the also of some units and decrease the sise of others.

It was in some measure the prospect of this problem which led the

investigators of Problem 6 to recom. end a range of farm sizes. The

investigators were well aware that establishment of identical units

was not possible physically nor fea8thle of endeavor.

An investlgtion was made by the Fconomic 1ranch in the fall of

l9) to determine the extent of conform nce to the standards for farm

unit layout on the first irrigation blocks. In a general fashion

the itandarda of Circular Letter 3387 had been observed to that date.

This examination was undertaken by the Econoti.cs Branch, Ephrata for

administrative purposes. 'Within the 114 blocks there were laid out

2,250 farm units. An absolute cont'orr'rtty to the standards would have

provIded 2,252 units. Despite the remarkable degree of attainment of

this one measure of conformity to the standards, there were within the
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whole pattern of layout certain tendencies not in accord with the

criteria established by Circular Letter 87. The first of these was

that productivity per farri (in terrns of a,res of Class 1 equivalent)

was becoming increasingly greater as later blocks were laid out. The

second tendency was for the better o.olity lands (class 1, 2T5 and

3?) to be laid out in units with Droductivity greater than the stand-

ards called for and for the poorer cu11± lands (2 and 3S) to be

laid out in units with prodtictiv!ty .han prescribed by Circular

Letter 3387. This may well prove to be as s1ificant sri influence

on equality of opportuit.ty as t,h increase in arri unit size and pro-

ductivity. A easurernent of this tendency was made by selecting

from the 2,2O farri units of the first 11,. irrigation blocks laid out

those units wherein (O percent or more of the Class 1 equivalent of

each unit was constituted by a single land class. lightly more than

two-thirds of the farm units (1, 69) !rere so segregated as having a

60 percent predominance of one land class. Within each group there

was a considerable meaaure of central tendency. The arithmetic aver-

age appears both typical and representative. More than three-fourths

of these farms differed from the averag Class 1 eauivalent for the

oups in which they fell by less than IC acres. The average Class 1

equivalent in farms predominantly Class 1, 2T, or 3T (913 units) was

acres0 In farms predominantly Class 2S (L97 units) the Class 1

equivalent was 50.5 acres. In farn. dominant1y Olass 3S (159

units) the Class 1 equivalent was 1,7.7 aors. The avers...e Class 1

equivalent required by the standard..for units laid out on Class 1,
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2T, and 3T lands is 56.3 acres. For units laid out on Class 2 lands

an aVerage of !.3 acres of Class 1 enivalent called for by the

etandards, Trnit.s laid out on Class S lands r ure acres of

Class 1 equivalent by the standLu'ds,

'or purposes of th1s study ten zddtional irrigation blocks whose

layout was completed beteen the fs1. of l9O nd the fall of l92

were similarly invest±atd.

first above noted tendency towa

,1nation discloses that the
of greater produc-

tivity ha5 continued As was in Cat the o'era11 acac Glass I

equiValent per farm unit in the first 114 blocks laid out wa ry

close to the 5.6 acres rec'aired by the standrTh The average Class

1 equivalent per farm unit in the 1, Tt farms in the ten blocks lter

laid out is 60.9 acres.

Malysis of the ten .itio:rf blocks discloses a phenoenon

siid.lar to the second tendency above noted. This was that f am units

laid out on the better lands to o n excess of the standard require-

nt and that units on the poorer teic + be less. Appro:d.-

tely two-thirds of the 1,565 wits th ten irrigation blocks

(].,0liO units) were detemlne't to have & percent or more of teir

Class 1 equivalent n a sinle land cl.s. A n the ih b1ock pre-

vtoue].y analyzed the arithmetic avers e o! each group appears to fairly

represent it. ore an our-fifth in each roup dif-

fered from the avera .'c' t:it group by lees than

10 acres. The general incr:ase .n GLass 1 equivalent per ui.it raised

the Class 1 ecuiv9lent for all grol; u,: in the ten blocks with a
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predominant land class tc. rint that it was greater than. called

for by the standards. Nonr&. the farm units laid out on land

predominantly Class 1, 2T, or 3T (70k u:its) ceeded the standards

for that group by 18 , -e.rcent dth ar averap. Class 1 equivalent per

unit of 66.9 acres. At the sar' tine the fart unit on predominantly

class 25 lands (793 units) ec.eded the si.ed.arr re uirement for such

lands by 13.6 perccnt with an aver ;s 1 ec!uivaleflt of ('1.7 acres.

Units on predominantly Class S is d. vera;cd in eicess of the stand-

ar requirenent for Class 1 ec by only 10.2 prce:rit with 14.9

acres.

Since the aii wee perfn: n the ten blocks, preliTthary

plats have been filed on bloeka 7 and The trend toward greater

total productivity per farm unit is continued withth thec 1'iock and

accentuated. The avere:e Cias 1 ;ao' farm unit within these

two blocks is 66.2 acres. The 'mite within to two blocks falling

within a predominant land class gsire a fair sanple only of farms whose

Class 1 equivalent was predominantly in tLe form of Class i lands.

In consequence no att;pt was made to t:t average productivity per

unit by predominant 1.. and class.

In addition to th t trendr just decrihed, analysis of the

fir8t 114 blocks tndilcat that the faxms st both extremes

of the range were in excess of that requirad by the standards. In

subsequent layout this xe alteri -ith rec to the excessive pro-

portion of small nrn, e' a.r::' far thn sTere ca1sd for by the

standards were laid out :n thc si:. in the last 12 irrigation
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blocks. As regards the proportion of largest farms laid out in corn-

parison with the number required by the standards of Circular Letter

3388 there has been no correction of the trend toward an excess of

these.

Conse ences o Practice

The significance of farm unit layout upon equality of opportunity

is dependent in largest degree on the extent to which ±s achieved the

idea), of one farm unit and primarily one farm wilt only for each farm-

Ing operation in the Columbia : sin. Positing a reasonably high degree

of real conformance to the ownership limitations, farm unit layout

would have a marked significance.

A very liberal policy toward furnishing water for leased lands

could be expected to diminish the significance of farm unit layout

only partially. The ease of satisfactory integration of operations

on leased land in irrigated farming, is distinctly less than on owned

lands. Irrigation farming, particularly upon the poorer lands, re-

quires a rotation of several years. Further, certain crops require

developient over several years prior to obtaining a satisfactory

return upon the invested capital. Additionally, "permanent plantings"

require a degree of care to ensure long run profitability not required

for mañmwn returns over a shorter period of time. Iere the most

obvious case is, of course, tree frult but this is in a measure true

regarding vineyards, hops, asparagus, and even perennial legumes. Un-

wise cutting may seriously impair the life of an alfalfa stand in a

single year. This is not to suggest that lease of irrigated lands is
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impossible, 7et, in comparison with such an endeavor as dry land

grain farming, it is a much less satisfactory form of tenure. In

line with this, there has been proportionately much less purchase of

lands as a rental investment in irrigated areas than in the Corn Belt

and in the dry farmed grain lands of the Great Plains and Columbia

Plateau. All this immediately foregoing inclines toward expectation

at ultimate development of a pattern of farming confining opportuni-

ties in some measure to farm units as laid out,

Reference to Appendix C makes apparent that the standards estab-

].ished for layout of farm units provide considerable range in produc-

tivity of units, but with a distinct concentration in the groups

approaching the average for the project. The two groups, whose mid

points lie closest to the average size to be derived from the standards

include more than three-fifths of all uni ta. If there be added the

two groups of farms next largest and next smallest respectively from

the two modal groups, these four groups include over nine-tenths of

all farm units as provided for by the standards. This represents a

considerably more marked mode than is found in other Pacific Northwest

irrigated areas.

Layout of farm units by the standards of Circular Letter 3387

Supplement No. 1 (i.e., the standards shown in Appendix C) would be

expected to achieve a higher measure of equality of opportunity than

is to be found in comparable irrigated areas of the Northwest at the

present. Nonetheless, even these standards provide for a range which

allows for significant differences in opportunities. Appendix E



contains six a aries of budgets calculated upon the same assumptions

as the budgets for the allocation of repayment charges studies. These

show the differences in income to water arising from farms of dif-

ferent sisea on the same land types. Budgets for 140, 80 and 100 acre

farms were calculated for land types l-W and 3-E. Actual layout of

farm. has provided cases of considerably greater range than the8e.

The residual incomes to water per acre and per farm are as follows:

Income to Water Income to Water

Acres Per 1'arim Per Acre Per Farm

(See Appendix I for details)

It may be noted that on the poorer land type the variation in

income to water per farm is greater proportionately than on the better

land type. This is to say, the variation in income to water per farm

is greater in absolute amounts on the better land type than on the

poorer. This reaults in part from limitations on operations on the

poorer land type and in part from the higher positive amounts of

income per acr obainab1e on the better land type. It points up the

difficulty of intensification of culture as a solution to low incomes

on poor quality agricultural lands. Although additional non-land

resources can be combined with the poorer lands, this functions to

diminish the rate of return for those factors of production.
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1-w L0 $68 $2,732
141 80 8 6,863
1-w 100 90 6,970

140 -18 -716
3-E 80 5 1416

3-E 100 10 1,003
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The summary of budgetthg resu1t noted n Chapter VI indicates

that the average farm $175 within land ty)es by the recomiended stand-

ards Ia inadequate to equalize Opportuflitiese Additionally, the stand-

arde for farm size are being breached in two directions. The first

breach is that farms on the better lands are exceeding the standard

requirements by greater amounts than on the poorer lands. This moves

in a marked degree to widen the range between the more and less do sir-

able farming opportunities in the Columbia Basin Project. The second

Is that average farm size and average productivity per farm (as meas-

ured by Class 1 equivalent) are increasing as farm unit layout pro-

greases through time.. This makes for a variation in opportunities a

between the farms first receiving water earlier or later in the develop-

rient of the project. Similarly are opportunities subject to variation.

Farm unit layout on the Columbia Basin Project appears to be a

significant influence on equality of opportunity. Establishment of

standards providing a 10 acre minimum size and 160 acre madnmm size

for farm units may be expected to achieve a measure of equality of

opportunity. The standards provide further for layout of the great

majority of farm units within a considerably narrower range. Within

the established standards, however, there is provided a variation in

opportunity of considerable range. In actual layout of units, failure

to adhere to the standards, particularly with regard to layout of

poorer lands into larger units and better lands Into smaller units,

has further reduced the equalization of opportunity to be provided by
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CY4AP'TP IX

AID L) SETTLE:

Earlier, (Chapter VII) we noted that C & M charges are varied

during the ctevelopmant period. This is done to lessen the financial

burden to settlers during the period wherein subjugation of the land

and establishment of the settler occurs. In somewhat similar fas.i on,

special provision is made to lighten the burden of construction char-

ges. Payment of construction charges is not required to be eomrienced

until the end of the development period. Additionally, no interest

charge is laid upon the unpaid construction obligations of project

lands. This last provision coupled with the deferment of entry upon

the pqment period greatly reduces the total charge that 'would be col-

lected were the unpaid construction charges to be charged four or five

percent interest annually. Absence of an inter5t charge on construe-

tion obligations for irrigation works has been a cornerstone or Recla-

rition policy. This pclicr has been pursued in federal reclamation

since its inception with the Reclamation Act of FX)2. However, defer-

ment of the period wherein construction charges must be paid to the

time when the settler is expected. to he established in his farming

enterprise has not always existed. fleferrod payment represents a

culmination of policy over the period of operations of the Reclamation

Service and Bureau of ReclamatIon, The burden on the settler of the

construction charge for irrigation facilities has been continuously

lightened. Evolution of this policy makes an interesting and rather

10
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revealing narrative; yet, this must b foregone as riot strictly neces-

sary to the investigation at-.d1
In somewhat tmi1ar fashion, the sale terms of overnrent-owned

units to settlers are such as to be particularly advantageous to the

purchasers. Sale terms rerr:5..re a smaller buyer equity nd less

stringent terms than night be exected in purchase from another owner

at the same nominal price. A down p:n of 20 percent of the sa1

price is required. Payment upon the unpaid balance is deferred for a

period of three years. After this period the principal is paid in

equAL installments over a period of 17 years. This makes, in all, a

20.year contract. Interest is payable annually at the rate oi 3 per-

cent per year. These terms are of greater advantager to the buyer

than those of the more usual sources of commercial credit available

in the project ara.

In the field of technical advice and assistance the Bureau pays

the wage expense for additional county agents. The efforts of these

agents are supervised through the usual channels of the Extension Ser-

vice. It is difficult to quantify the amount of financial aid hereby

rendered. In the desii and layout of an irrigation system there is

provided within this framework consderab1e free surveying. This

represents a service not avaIlable In equal degree from the Extension

Service in most other places. Further, the staffings of the county

agent's office is more complete than in most extension offices. This

is presumptive evidence that free services of trained .turists

are available in greater amount than is the case in most farming areas.
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The aaount e nclal sid achieved could be estimated only by aesum-

ing the character of the demand curve for such services and the prob-

able supply situation in the absence of the Eureau's program. It is
not feasible to attempt this; but It is worthy of being called to

attention.

By far the most Important financial aid fostering equality of

opportunity arorg settlers lies outalde direct exaidnation within this

inqui . The activities of the Farmers Home Administration of the

U. S. Departnent of A iculture characterize such aid. It may be

noted in passing, however, that the Bureau of .eclaination has pursued

an active policy to prort.e IiA activities. Tie Bureau has encouraged

the Fariers Home Administration to eipand its operations in the pro-

ject area. Further, the Bureau has worked to help ensure that the FRA

would have available adequato funds to pursue a liberal loan policy

for Columbia Basin settlers.

As regards the provision of the technical irIce and services

above noted, it is obvious that this operates directly to equalize

opportunities as between the settlers better and lean well able to

finance the services, It further moves toward equalizing opportunities

between the ire and less experienced settlers, Nonethe1e, the furn-

ishing of a wide variety of technical advice to the settlers does not

appear to operate entirely to equalize opportunities among the set-

tler., because ci' the innate dIfferences aincug the settlera themselves.

In short, there seers to be a conziuerable variation among the settlers

in their ability to utilize profitably the technical advice available
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to them. Where this is the case, provision of such advice will tend

to create divergence in ettler.. ntTortinitie5 rathcr than T1aiity.

On the whole the furnishin; c, a technical 3nd finan-

cisi aid to settlers by the T3ura.. to .icrent
equalizatton o.f opportinities. The provision of financial aid through

favorable credit policies Is distinctly the :ost s1gnif±cait form of

aid because of the high current cost of suh;higation of raw land and

eatabli&ent of a reasonably full time irrigation enterprise. While

the Bureau snot directly r posible for iuch of thi.s credit, it
has moved to ncoiuc roviion of such crEdI fro. both private and

governinentsl intitiithns.
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CHPPTR X

DITICULTIE5 0? ESTA1iSHINO EQUALITY

The foregoing discussion of Chapters III through U indicates

t equality of opportunity is difficult of achievement. Equality

aust be expected to be achieved in only a limited degree by use of

those policies pursued by the Bureau of Reclamation. The absence of

achievement of any very high degree of equality of opportunity is
recognized in varying degrees within the Bureau. Since, as was poin-

ted out in Chapter II, equality is a policy goal for the Columbia

Project; there is raised the question as to why a re effect-

arsenal of policies was not brought to bear on the problem. The

question just propounded has never been subjected to extended official

cognizance by the Bureau. In the absence of concrete proposals and

policies subject to empirical examination, discussion of the policies

necessary to attainment of the highest measure of equality of opportu-

nity In the Columbia Basin Project reeuires resort to theoretical.

couetructions.

t.t it be supposed there were established policies sufficient to

ensure a very high degree of economic equality among the farming oppor-

tunities open to settlers in the Columbia Basin Project. There would

rein the uestion as to what corollary effects in addition to equal-

ity night be expected to result from such policies. This chapter is

intended to call attention to the probable consequences of a nre

rigorous pursuit of equality. Exhaustive cate.rization and synthesis
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of probable effects of equalization of Columbia Basin settlement

opportunities is not intended. Many rather obvious consequences of

equality are irrelevant to the general scope and nature of this study.

Only a portion of the probable consequences of policies necessary to

achieve a high measure of equ) ity are necessary to afford insight

into the practical restrictions on Bureau policy.

To r...einphaaize what was pointed out in Chapter I, the Columbia

Basin Project includes a wide variety of basic physical resource

situations, Among these there exist vary±ng degrees of similarity.

Nonetheless, in contrast to such a farming area of similar extent in

the Corn belt the Columbia Basin is characterized in a much higher

measure by heterogeneity rather than homogeneity with respect to

topography axd frost-free period. This divergence necessItates con-

sideration of variation both among the operators and among the physical

resources controlled by each.

Immediately facing us is determination of a choice between the

alternatives in method whereby eqmity of opportunity is

ed. The first possibility is to strive toward equality

ang the farming operators and equality among the resources controlled.

The second possibility is to allow for variation among the farming

perators, but to compensate for these inequalities by variation in

the physical resources controlled by each. This Is riot to suggest that

some combination of both methods of approach are not conceivable. None-

the].eea, there appear to be reasons to believe that greater recour

be had to the second above noted approach. Deferring for a moment
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the detailing of these reasons we must note that after there has

been determined the method or *proach to achievement of equality or

opportunity, there remains the problen of determination of the level

of economic opportunities established. The level of opportunity

afforded is highly relevant in determining the ease of achieving

equality of opportunity, It may, indeed, determine whether or not it

is feasible of' attenipting to secure a high degree of equality.

To consider that choice of oseibilities above noted t appears

that equality among operators would reouire substantial ecuality for
all settlers in many iiiortant personal chariicteri3tics. Health and

physica]. capacity, eneral ntel1igence, mnr erial ability, previous

experience, and personal industry are some of the n.ost important of

these traits. Even such characteristics as tastes and ambitions could

not vary mong operators, or would have to compensate for each other.

Attainment of equalty among operators appears very difficult if not

impossible. rcasuroent of the relevant prrsorial characterietic does

not se to have reached that degree of precision that these may be

quantified. Although there might exist a sufficient number of pro-

spective settlers with equality in an the relevant personal charac-

teristics, there is no satisfactory way that these individuals might

be selected from the larger groups of prosnective settlers, This would

appear to be fatal to achievement a! eciality ty neans of the first

suggested posbility. For this reason inequality ang operators

must be compensated for by inequalities amon the resources controlled.

Thus, those more fortunately endowed with industry, intelligence and
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aabjtjon ut be given control over a 1sor porticn of the physical
resources for farming in order to create ar opportunity n gr;ater
than that furnished by a lees intcl.iigent, less iudustrious or 1588

azsbitious inctiviival with a greater physical resource potential at his
disposition. The adverse political repercussions .r':: such a sitw.t-

tion are three-fold. First, this is ropugnant to the widely held

tradition of indivIdualism held throughout the country Tue dea1 of

allowing large scope to the natural edvantaçcs and tastes of ho

indivictual loom5 larger with farmers than a1not any other elaz.

Second, the ideal of effIciency (i.e., naximization of production frog

a given complex of human anci non-human resources) is tbwrted. Tnis

second ideal probably does not muster the popular support of the first.
Nonetheless, the effIciency ideal is held :ut strongly by a highly

influential group. Third, there is a diminution of opuortunity for

those settlers best able to bring pressure to prevent such diminution.

It is not purely coincidental that layout of the better lands ha been

into units of sizes whIch excced. the standars by a greater rnoasure

than units on poorer lands. hose individuals with sufficient address

and forethought to obtain better quality lands initially demortstrate

considerable energy toward obtaining a laynut iricreasin their base
for farming operations. It must be expect;d ta those individuals

who are best Informed and most ambitious will exert a strong pressure

to control a greater than average potential in land resources. The

difficulties are very great in floutIng (1) the political ideal of

indi.duali, (2) the economic welfare concept of madmum production,
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and (3) the e1f interest of what must be expected to be the most

energetic, capable and vocal or the settlers.

it the Bureau were able to weather the storm of adverse anti-
cism to be expected from establishing initial configurations of aett-
lens and land resources its problems would have only begun. The

Bureau would be in appro,cLmately the same position as Macbeth in the

latter part of the first acts "That but this blow might be the be-nil

and the end-all here." Unfortunately further difficulties seem most

probable. These difficulties stem essentiaily from the ineomznensur-

ability of the variations in the resource situations. The variations

in soluble salts, depth, texture, and slops (to site but a few of the

characteristics of soils) In the basic soil resource do not bear a

continuously constant economic relation to each other, At one stage

of economic development of a unit the relative significance of one of
these factors nay be far dirfererit from that at another time. .An

example would be the significance of initial texture and slope during

the first few years subsequent to leveling in conçarieon with these

factors upon mature development. It is probable that during initial
development the lands with steepest slopes and lightest soils will be
at a greater disadvantage than at a later date. wo units may repre-

sent equal opportunities as they are broken out of sagebrush and five

year. later be quite unlike. Natural changes in the soiJ. resulting

from irrigation may weil alter the two situations in opposite direc-
tions. Equalization of opportunity in such a case requires at once

omniscience as to the course of events and a time discounting of the
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differences in income potential. Obviously this solution is impoa-
sible; for the atcrlo.n of lands, ceveioping of alkal.. problems,

improvenent of percnlvAon and other alterations in the il ite].f
cannot be known excc p±r c'ally. Conseruently there rec1red
a continual r iositjon of the riflat..le phyice1 resources aiong

the farmers. The difficultj of accoinnl shin the necessary trans-

fers should bc reaoriably obvio. Pi.nutton of the resources con-

trolled by any ;roup is lt ccrtin to evoke a strenuous resist-
ance.

It may be thought that the rtecesi tr or eont,tnual redistribution

of the physical resourcc 'U eventually cee s the irr ated land

approaches a "ture" U.eve . Crt-3 tho rate of change must
be expected to be d.sho . would t., oever, materially
reduce the need for a contjnous reshuffling of land resources unong

the entrepreneurs. As before uggrted the tari ous soil, climate, and

slope combinations within the Co1uo a 3a;iri area represent a rreat
range in comparative advantage fox' irrous kiads cf agricultural pro-
duction. Assuning no phy ical alteration of the lands therielve,
the relative incoe iOtentals W1I vary widely ariong them with flue-

tuations in the rier:et. Cinjocjence s even less charscter.gtjc of

econonttc forecasting than of forecasting the probable xhystcal alters.
ation of soils. For this reas.n, the n1tial distribution of resources

must be expected to be faulty for atts nt f equality. As the

aarket fiuctu the resources under the control of each settler
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iiuet be altered. Deterthatjon and r.ii1,stration of such altera-
tione wDuld be a hi;:Iy ca.r.os sk.

All the foregcng si cnt tat attatneit of contiriuou equality

of opportunity is both rCruou. nn ubtful.
There rain ne lirther consideration relativ a to achievement

of equality of p'rtnnty which riay W-1i La .f araiiount influence

in determinin I aibility. This coicer the level of utilisa-
tion of both the huai nd nonhuzi resuurce. e .easurement or

the personal characteristics of the settlers relevant to successful
settlement is tt best somethlni, rar less thai..exact. iarticula-rly dif-
ficult of det rriJtin is the i.pper limit o ianaeriai ability and
maxLmimt capacity ' sustained effort. In coiseq ac.e it will be neces-

eary that the cxtert of the opportunity afordcd the settlers be iii't.
ted. This detoriines a poInt at whIch their abilitIca are unctioning

at cnsderarly less than fufl. caety te phscal x'eaurces
approach full utitiation. TharaLr is a;ureo tn equality o1 opportu-

nity by cirtail ing all to the £eiah of the leatt b1e, There is deve.

loped a cobinLtion of factors or proiuction rcsu tirAg in a low net

income per entr&prcncur4 This nay be expeetd to generate an oppci-
tion to the e ei.1tr program. icr the faraers.

Apart from the adverse çnlic rectici to the 1iiitaticn on the
Ideal of individualism, there rauit l epcctcd m additional negative
reaction to a 10 level of opportunity. J.'iiis i so; for there resulte
a combination f the factors of prodtction that violates the ideal of

efficiency. 'The under utili.ation cr the human. factor in production Xe
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obvious. Additionally there may be expected an under utilization of

some items of capital equipment, An example coming readily to mind

is tbe use of such a piece of farm machinery as a mechanical hop

picker. It is highly probable the level of opportunity established

could not fully employ such a piece of equipment. While custom use

suggests a solution, this is liable to the same disadvantages before

drawn to attention in Chapter IV. Thus, to some extent consumer wel-

fare ma be expected to be diminished by achievement of equality of

farming opportimi ties.

The considerations drawn to attention in this chapter have not

been made officially explicit by the Bureau of Reclamation. Nonethe-

ieee, it appears that these answer in large "teasure our initial quea.

tion as to why equality of opportunity has not been pursued more

actively.



OPPORTUNITY FXT R.IFCi ON LOCK Z

this point, this study has dealt primarily in somewhat theoreti-

al terzis. There has been only a partial consideration of the uyea

policies in their actual application. T!'.is is so because the great

majority of farming opportunities (good and bad) in the Columbia

Basin have yet to be tried. Nonetheless, it is desirable that to any

extent that empirical evidence is available, it be examined. Although

the data for this chapter are derived from various sources within the

Bureau, they are peculiar to this study a. d do not parallel any

Bureau examination of this question,

Water was first delivered In the ColumbIa Basin Project during the

season of 19148. In this year water was furnished to Irrigation

RLock No. 1. Block 1 is located about 114 miles northwest of Pasco

and lies along the Columbia River, It consists of 5,1463 acres of

irrigable land divided into 814 tarn units. The soile are almost

tirely of the Ephrata series. Somewhat less than two-fifths of the

ix'rigable acreage falls In land type lE. Slightly more than one-third

alie in land type 2-E. Just less than one-fifth is land type 3-Ea.

pprom*te1y one-tenth is 3-'E.

Water was delivered late in the water season of 19148. Only limi-

ted irrigation was undertaken in Block], in that year. Crops were

hariested from only 20 acres of irrigated land in 19148; although 79

acres of additional land. was irrigated. This was irrigation of new

117
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seedings in the fall.

In 19ti9, 2,219 acres were irrigated. This represented portions

of 5 farm unite. In 19O, 63 farms were partially or wholly Irriga-
ted. This involved Irrigation of 3,761 acres. The 3,761 acre figure

includes 213 acres of elas 6 or high land Interspersed with irrigable

land. AU such norniniy non-irrigable land was Irrigated by the use
of sprinklers.

Durl.ng the fIrst years of occupancy, the process of settlement

warts and dIvides the settler's efforts. SubjugatIon of land and

construction of buildings and fences impair his more usual farming

activities. Because of this, a detailed exainztIon of Block 1 was

cfined to the two years, 19l and 1%2. Further, there was a selec-

tion among the farm operators whereby there were excluded from con-

sider'atton those operatIons tflTclvin. subjugation of land by an

operator not previously established 1i 3iock 1. There were included

those operations involving operators :rarriing on Block I for the first
time in l91 or l92, iS this represented the takIng over of a pre-

ioualy estab1Isher operation. dcfttionally there were Included those

operation, involving irrigation of .and for the first time in 191. cn

192. These operations were inciu&, however, only where they repre-

santed extension of an ed.sting enterprise, i.e., the operator was

previously farming other land In Block 1.

The primary source of basic data used In examination of the experi-

ence on Block 3. was the ennus]. census of water users. This census was

previously referred to in Chapter IT].. The census fort has been revised
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tro& that used in the study of comparable areas. A copy of the new

form is appended (Appendix F).

The data from the crop census were supplemented in considerable

part by data taken from a study of co.iparison of irrigation methods.

The comparison of irrigation methods ws undertaken on Block 1 by the

Zphrata Economics ranch for 1953, 1951 and 1952. More than one-hair

of the operators whose enterprises are considered in this study co-

operated in the comparison of sprinkler and surface .method o irriga-

tion. It was primarily the observation incident to the field work in

comparison of irrigation methods that led to this inquiry into equali-
zation of opportunities.

The chief available measure of realised farming op.ortunities in

Block 1 is gross income from crops. It is a measure subject to marked

U*itations. It is at best, a very crude measure. It does not direc-

Uy measure economic opportunity; for there are ignored two most

significant determinants oi net income. These are (1) net income

derived from livestock enterprises and (2) expenses on the component

crops from which the gross returns are obtained.

Fortunately for this study, the item of livestock income is of a
distinctly subordinate chiracter. While it is not feasible to esti-
mate the not income derived from livestock sources, the animal units

controlled at time of census will be estimated in the comparisons

drawn to attention. These estimates appear to have a fair accuracy.

It is also fortunate that the livestock enterprises are fairly well
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distributed among all classes of operators among whom it is desired
tO draw comparisons. Animal unit months of pasturage are included
within the gross crop returns reported.

ith regard to the net incomes dervd from the gross crop incomes
there is not available adequate aenent data to make a satisfactory
determinition. The cropping patter;i. an the claases of operators
among whom cortparisons are drawn tend to be quite simils.r. It is true
there is concentration torard more intensive crops among the higher

indicate the scale of operattons in roasure. Further, observa...

tion indicates that acc'urnulcttior. apoars to follow gi'osi
crop incomes in a laDge eauro

P'or the crop yea of 1951 there were 19 operators on 3lock 1 who

were characterized by the previou1Y cited crtcria. Data regarding
gross crop inccs, aniral uni .ld at census date (Noveruber

) and acreg arid units farmed are shorn lIt Table2 7A. and 73. It
may be seen that there exist considerable di.parities in the scale of
operation among these operators. It rni be nted further that in

nera]. the greater gross crop incomes represent operations at once

more intenz1v anI xtcn per acre, acreage farmed,

and number of unite far.ed all tend to increase as gross returns per

gross crop icome. Thee i turn td to rr heavier crop ex-

Nonetheies, thia is only :arti.ally several instan-
clover seed (one of the least xpenive crops to produce) grossed

per acre.

te its .LirLLtationS, gro from crops does serve to



Table 7L Enterpr.se Data or Fsta1ished Cperat..ons on Block 1
Grouped by Gross Crop Income per Operation, 1951.

Oi'oss Crop
Income per
Operation

Thvier CiO

51 - 91999
10, - 114,999
15, 19,999
20, - 214,999
25, - 29,999
Over 30,

Total

Table 7B. Size and !ntenitv 'f C'er.tion by Grose
Crop Income per Operation. Block 1. 1951.

Gross Crop
Income per
Operation

iwnber of
Operators

3 3 .'_2 2i.o ; i1,99
22 26" 1,1417 207.0 173,792
10 16 978 82.9

7 13 832 62.9 123,1149
3 5 3314 14.3 c5,209
2 14 270 33.5 52,7191 6 2.3

73 14,1459 1418.9 314,652

Average
roii Crop

Income
;er Cprr1:ion

Warmed
Acres Animal Gross Crop
Farmed TTnjt8 Income

Acres Gross Animal
Tjts rr- d Crol:' iir1ts
per per Income per: ar or Acre Cperatoz

a few of the operators (namely 14) into a higher income group. The live-

stock holdings for 1951, however, ccold not be expected to alter th

general pattern of spread in scale of operations on Block 1.

Under 5000 3,900 1.0 142.0 92.85 8.7
5, 9,999 7,900 1.2 614.14 122.65 9.14
10, - 114,999 12,0914 1.6 97.8 123.66 8.315, 19,999 17,593 1.9 118.9 1148,02 9.0
20, - 214,999 21,736 1.7 111.3 195.214 1.14
25, 29,999 26,360 2.0 135.0 195.26 16,8
OVer 30,000 143,572 3.0 2,i..0 173.59 1.2
All Operations 12,952 1.5 91.0 1142.33 8,5

operation increase. The income derived from livestock might have moved



ng the 149 operators farming in 1951, 1 rent

and 2 part onrs did no

renters operated prvii a -aop. Lu-d

operators f 1111 t'itrL. bc$ir' etai1ish. Tie rocord of

Table 8A.. Interpri ta .x' L ab1±shed uperations m
Grouped by Gross Crop Incorre per Operation, 1952.

Gross Crop
Incoae per
Operation

Oross Crop
Income per
Operation

operatim

Operators

i

Size and Intensity of Farming Operations by Gross
Crop Iacrie per Operation. &ock 1. 1952.

Average Acres Gross
Gross Crop Units Farmed Crop

Income per per Income
r Operation Operator Operator per Acre

ek]. ii 1952.
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S

additional

a total of 146

ras Crop
Income

its
per

Operator

Under $5000 2 1.5 79 - $ 7,151
5, - 9,999 12 13 811 101.3 85,201
10, - 1?4999 9 114 9143 218.8 109,11431, 19,999 8 15 3O 222.0 133,562
20, 214,999 7 12.5 795 125.9 1614,5514
25, - 29,999 5 9 82 36.8 137,8147
Over 30,000 3

Total 146 73 ,1487 705.3 $611,015

Under $5000 3,576 ho .o 9r)5
5, - 9,999
l0 3.14,999

7,100
12,127

1.1
1

67.6 105.06
cm

8.5
214.3

15, 19,999 17,320 1.9 105.0 1614.95 27.8
20, 214,999 23,508 1.8 113.6 206 99 1.0
25, 29,999 27,569 1.8 116.14 236.85 7.14
Over 30,000 56, 18 2.7 1145.7 385.71
All Operations 17,631 1.6 97.5 180.75 15.3



Zn 1952 as in 19 was & wide range in the scale of opera-

on Block 1 as measured by gross crop incomes. Oroes crop returns

per operation were characterized by increases associated with increases
in both per acre returns and acreages farmed per operation. As in the
previous year, although livestock enterprises might have altered the

groups into which a few of' the operators fell, they could not be expec-
4 to change the general pattern or overall range of operations in

Block 1. The higher average incomes are primarily attributable to (I)
higher returns for potatoes and beans and (2) a higher proportion of

Block 3. acreage being devoted to sugar beets and potatoes,

The partial evidence adduced by the data just presented suggests
that realized opportunities in the Co1bja Basin Project are far from

It is obvious this evidence suffers from grave flaws. None-

thelese, It tends rather generally toiard the conclusion that diver-
sity of realized opportunities are more probable than not. If we

co*bine the records of the two years we may in a small and incomplete

va) determie the degree to which the fortunes for one year are recti-
fied by the next. For the Ui entrepreneurs operating in both years
the average of both years operations is taken. For the operators farm-

Block 1 only a single year, the single year's operations are
d. The combined data for the ]. operators is shown in Tables

9*. and 9B. The average8 of two year5 operations were not given a

proportionate weighting above single year's operations; because it was
felt that single opportunities were more suitable for comparison than

what might be termed "opportunj. ty years."



Seven s

Table 9

vrop
e per
tion

Table 9A. Enterprise Data for Established Operations on Block 1,
Grouped by Average Gross Crop Income per Operation,

1951 and 1952. /

year opera

Size and Intensity of Farming Operations by Gross
Crop Income per Operation. Block 1. 1951. and 1952. /

Average Acres
Gross Crop Farmed

Income per Income per
per Operation Operator per Acre Operator

Seven s1.ng1 year operations included.

be noted in Table 9A. that the distribution of gross crop

cieved by a'veraging the ti'o years' operations is slightly

d from either of the single years in one important wsy. There

a less regular diminution of frequency among gross crop incomes as

cluded.

1214

10 2
20.1
10.7
11.3

Gross Crop
Income per
Operation

Number of Acres
Farmed

Animal
Units

Gross Crop
Income

Under $5,000 2 92 --- $ 7,216
5, - 91999 18 1,197 1814.2 1141,560
10,- 114,999 11 1,026 220.8 128,636
15, - 19,999 7 750 75.2 121,735
20, - 214,999 8 901i 90.2 177,933
25, - 29,999 3 312 - 78,598
Over 30,000 2 517 - 110,781

Total 14,798 570.1 $766,1459

Under 5,000 $ 3,608 146.0 $ 78.143
5, - 9,999 7,8614 66.5 118.26
10, 11,999 11,6913 93.3 125.38
15, 19,999 17,391 107.1 162.31
20, - 21&,999 22,2142 113.0 196.83
25, 29,999 26,199 1014.0 251.92
Over 30,000 55,390 285.5 2113.28
AU Operators 15,029 913.1 159.75
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increased from the modal income group. Nonetheless,

a distinct general tendency for the largest single

group of operations to be relatively small ones. There are very few

ations falling below these in size. There are many operations

larger than those in this mode], group. Their number tends in general

to diminish as the size of operations increases. This suggests of

to the extent that Block 1 in 1951. and 1952 fairly repro-

e Columbia Basin Project, the realized opportunities in farm-

be characterized by the 8Pareto thesis" regarding income

n. For a high degree of eguality among opportunities we

.d expect, in contrast, the modal group to be more centrally

located in the range and the frequencies within the classes on either

ide of the mode to dizLnish very sharply as these classes are separ-

ated from the modal class. This is partial evidence for the point

previously made regarding the cumulative effect of differences. It

appears there is a degree of diversity in opportunity offered from

vera]. sources that allows operators to avail themselves of these

of difference in a fashion to achieve cumulative differences

ed opportunities,

In chapter V, there was raised the question as to the net effects

of the selection and settlement program. The group of operators

selected under the Bureau' a program is somewhat small for very mean-

gfu]. analysis. There were nine operators selected by this program

rig those farmers whose operations have been considered above. All

nine farmers operated in Block 1 in both 1953. and 1952. Upon averaging



their gross crop incomes for these two seasons these were found to

abject to considerable range. F'our operators fell in the group

as crop incomes between $5,000 arid $10,000, three fell in the

group between $10,000 and $15,000, and two achieved average gross crop

between $20,000 and $25,000. As evidence this is inconclusive.

question was raised in Chapter V as to whether the sett1ennt

provided for equality for aelectees with those settlers not

thin the settlement pro grain. In approaching this problem the

operators are d.vided into three groups according to the means whereby

operators came to farm in Block 1 There are nine operators who

sold units under the Bureau's program. The Northern Pacific Rail-

way e1eoted 18 operators to purchase units that the railway company

owned in Block 1. In 1951, there were 22 "private" or unselected

operators and in 1952 there were 19. By averaging their operations

after the fashion done in Tables 9A. and 913. (i.e., utIlizing single

year's operations at the same weight as an avera: of two year8 opera-

tions) there is derived the following comparison:

Selected by
Selected by
Unselected

eau Program
P. Program

Acres Farmed
per Operator

89.0
96.9
93 9

Gross Crop
Income

per Acre

$139. 3J
169 91
159.13

The above data suggest that the criteria of the

t as rigorous and effective as those criteria

0S.
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Gross Crop
Income

per Operator

412 ,boi
l6,163
11i, 938

ement program

ed by other



CHAPTER XII

SUMMARY AND XNiJsIONS

Seven chapters (HI through IX) in turn considered the chief mean.

whereby the Bureau influences equality of opportunity among settler.

on the Columbia Basin Project. In order drawn to attention those

TTlethoda were: (1) antispeculation provisions and dry land appraisal

policies over time; (2) lImitations on ownership and operation of pro-

ject lands; (3) land purchase and settler e1ectiori program; (Ii) afloca-

tion of construction charges; (5) variatIon of () & N charges; (6) farm

it layout; and (7) aid to settlers. We are faced with one primary

questions May there be expected to be a large measure of equality o±

opportunity among Columbia Basin Project Settlers arising from these

policies?

is impossible to give an estimate of a definitive character in

nce of greater assurance regarding the polIcy affecting leased

lands. Certain genera]. considerations seem probable from the evidence

adduced:

(1) The antispecu].ation provisions and appraisal policy foster

equality of opportunity only in a very negative and limited way in

establishing maximum acquisition costs for the land. Even these are

entirely observed. This occurs In part because of exemption of

te lands from their application. Additionally there are secret

violations with respect to other lands. In general, the antispecula-

tion provisions operate to create divergence In opportunity. This occurs

127
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riaarily through the establishing of opportunity costa for lands to

irrigated, which diverge widely from their economic potential under

gation.

Ownership and operation limitations tend to confine the range

of opportunities within certain extremes. These extremes, however,

far apart. Within these extremes the ownership and operation

ons would &pear to move partially to restrict opportunities

a as laid out. Here policy regarding provision of water for

leased lands could serve to equalize opportunities.

Land ownership by the Bureau operates to facilitate conform-

ance to the general policies for development of the Columbia Basin

Project. Land ownership provides units which are sold to applicants

who obtain the opportunity of purchase through a lottery. The Settler

Selection Program governs the sale of these units. The requirements

for sttlrs achieve a small measure rif equality in the human compon-

ent of the settlement opportunity. A united degree of equality is

achieved thereby. The Settler Selection Unit endeavors with some

success to prevent extreme disparities in settlement choice.

() Yariation in construction charges by quality of land fosters

equa1it' of opportunity. Nonetheless, variation of construction

charges must not be expected to achieve any considerable measure of

tty beoause: (a) construction charges are not a highly signifi-

of expense, (b) variation must be expected to be considerably

e variation in the opportunities afforded on the varioui
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Co1uia Basin lands, and (e) construction charges are not varied to

counteract all the forces moving to create disparity in opportunities.

variation of 0 & !t charges fosters equality of opportw.ty

in a greater degree than variat4on in construction charges. ]onethe-

lees, it is subject to the same limitations plus two in addition,

These additional limitations are: (a) it is posibie that water

charge variation may be operative only during the develop:mt period

and (b) the ra -.n variation for water charges is less than that for

construction charges.

Layout of farm units establithea limits f variation for
opportunities, These limits a.re zo ar apart that, thereby, equality

of opportJnity is given only partial encouraa:.ent. The standards for

fare use were established on bases not adequately presenting the

variation in Colunbia Basin ?roject lands. Additionally, the etandard

hay. not been adhered to consi stently over time. Equality of opportu-

nity must be considered to be fostered by farn unit layout and thereby

achieved in a considerably greater degree than could be expected in

its absence. Yet, layout has erred in a great measure by not consider-

ing investnent coat for subjugation and development of land in estab-

lishing farm units.

Bureau aid to the settler helps to equalize the human and

financial e1emeat of the settlenmt. opportun.ty. It achieves this
in only a limited degree.

On the whole (1), (2), and () above muat be expected to be of

greater significance th*n (3), (L), (v), and (7). Variation in operator



ambitions,

position mu

agement abilities, experience and initial financial

xpected to he pronounced. This variation azimng

operators can reasonably be expected to exorcise a cumulative influ-

through variation in the degree to which advantage is taken of

variation in land potential, unit layout, and control of ackitional

id resources. Thus, from theoretical considerations, it appears that

equality of opportunity may not be fully achieved in the Columbia Basin.

In Chapter X an examination was made of the types of policies and

methods that appear necessary to ensure equality of opportunity. The

d methods of achieving equality appear to be very difficult of

effecting. Further, they appear to be less desirable to significant

onø of the parties concerned than a considerable measure of ins-

quality of opportunity.

Turning from the theoretical analysis previously presented, Chap-

tar II inquires into certain empirical evidence available regarding

first portion of the project to receive water. The evidence from

flLock 1 is not conclusive; but appears not out of line with the con-

cluel.ons of Chapters III through X.

From the evidence available, the policies of the Bureau of Reclau.

mation may be expected to achieve a measure of equality in settlement

opportunities. This measure is undoubtedly greater than would be

achieved by develonment of an area as large and varied without these

policies. Nonetheless, diversity of opportunity will probably be imre

characteristic within the Columbia Basin Project than equality.
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Appendix A.

((j11\lItt. l\-.l RL(L.\.\IATIUN 1lLlI:H.'t

SAMPLE APPRAISAL SHEET

7-127
(J&n. t9S)

rxlpl:l) ST ,\TES l)EI',\RTMENI OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OE RECLAMATION

(ol.uo I.\ il,rF(T \V,sN.roN

LAND APPRAISAL
F'ili No. 20 2S 30
County: Grant

SuI,ljisin -,\V' I-LI ,. 'I'. 10 N.. H I. _\T .toa
()wno : l.arrtot ( ;

Pr .\o 1

2 I I. 2 P 2 7.00 $1 f5,S 4
3 HgD. gut 12.20 3,50 42.70
6 do 2.21 120

Total value of lajil II
Total value of itopi oVluI'rIt

'S
Fotal vtlu fr 't 91.1

MPROYEMENTS
IIIII(III1.I

1 'otulI,\'n 1' x 1, i11itton S x 11',
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I. '1 In r I 2 I H', part '10'

roncrete tior, . .
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ii'IoIing riltil

-ll,l'xll', t'rtt,Tn I,r1iI
lw I lw

'1 ' .'II 1(1 lii, frtii', 1'

if, )III\' 1iiI 'it uiih'r,
Ii

''1 ii . f'nni, no
f .o 't nw

':101 au ',;' OH I.. (lit

ii O1'H'r i1
w,r' '-ii .'idui'i'ui'

N

. . 0
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Ezeept road right-of-way.

Appendix B.

SUMMARY OF LAND APPRAISAL

T. 15 N., B. 27 E.

Section 1

Section iS

T. 15 N., R. 28 E.

Section 1

135

- ......................... 4063 40.63 $121.89 0 $I21.$s
NW4NE' B 40.61 40.61 121.83 0 121.81
N1NW'- 1' - ........... -- -. .. 311.58 39.58 168.32 0 158.3
NW(NW - F' 39.55 311.55 118.65 0 118.61

Total, see. l2 .............................. 160,37 160 37 520.69 0

Subdivision
File

letter

ClassifiCation (acres) VIuation

Clams
1

Class
2

Clams
3

Clam.
6 Total Lond Improve-

ments Total

LOtI A 45.33 45.33 $135.99 $18.00 $151.99
Lot) 13 45.08 45.08 90.16 18.00 106.168WNE( 42.82 42. 82. 128.46 0 128.40WNE D 43.12 43.12 215.80 0 215.60
Lot) E 43.48 43.48 217.40 16.00 233.40
Lot 4 F 43.38 43.38 86.78 16.00 102.76
SW(NW G 41.15 41.15 205.75 0 205.75
Wh8Ea4W(, 8SE'4

SE%1WW - H-I 23.81 25.81 77,43 0 77.43NSENWh, NE'4
WNW3' H-2 15.49 15.49 46.47 0 46.47NE8W( 41.21 41.21 578.94 0 576.94

NW(8W1 J 41.00 41.00 574.00 0 374.00
SW K 40.82 40.82 812.30 16.00 628.30

41.03 41.03 492.30 16.00 508.36
NE8Ej, NE'4

NE(8E.1, S8W'
NE8E(, 84SE'4NE8E M 1 0 14 32.04 32.18 257.44 0 257.44N8WNESE,

M 2 T0.73 10.73 85.84 0 85.84
NWSE N 42.68 42.68 426.80 0 426.80
N348WSE(, N'.'SW'4

8WSE, SE!4 SW'4
8Ei I )- I 37.13 37.13 297.04 8.00 305.04

88W8W38E1 ( )-2 5.30 5.30 42.40 0 42.40
NE.(SE8EL4. NW'4

SEjSE, S.jSE'4 SE'4. P 1 13.84 2.60 20.89 37.33 171.25 20.00 191.25
NNE1SESE'i 1 .40 80 3.13 5.33 22.79 4.00 26.79

Total, see. 1 15.38 3,40 661.62. 680.40 4,7113.18 128.00 4,891.18

Lot I'.. 43.00 43.00 *86.00 0 $86.00
Lot? 43.99 43.99 87.98 0 87.98
SWVNE" 3 68 39.60 43.28 101.28 0 101.28

D 7.72 35.06 42.78 116.44 0 116.44
Lot? -- E 44.74 44.74 89.48 (1 89 48
Lot4 .......... F' 45.73 45.73 91.46 0 91.46
SWYNW3" -.--.-- ---- 2.96 40.60 43.56 94.52 0 94.52
MEL.ZNW. H 16 42.92 43.08 86.56 0 86.56



Irrigated Acreage
Jipprox.

Mid o

Acres

136

Recommended percentage distribution for
Classes AU land

2T & 3T Class 28 Class 38 Classes
Percent Percent Percent Percent

of of of of
farms farms farms

Appendix C.

Thece percentages are intended to serve as general guides in the
laying out of farm units. Deviation frorn this overall pattern iay
b justified not only because of economic considerations already
mentioned, but also because of conditions imposed by the present
land ownership pattern, the rights of pre-May 27, 1937-owners,
topography, roads, canals, railroads, towns, arid other cultural
features which must be considered wheri determining the size and
shape of farm unit boundaries. The &iall percentages in the
highest and lowest size groups for each class of land can be justi-
fied on purely economic grounds. They are not contrary to the prin-
ciple of providing the basis for a suitable level of living for
settlers nor of creating as many attractive opportunities for settle-
ment a are feasible. hevortheless, the smallest and the largest
farms recozmiended for each class of land are intended to be used
primarily to assist the Developniont Staff in coping with the numerous
and diverse special situations which inevitably i11 be encountered
in laying out farm units.

Units on Class 1 land should not contain more than 80 acres unless
a larger acreage is necessary because of pre-1937 rights or because
of topography or cultural features which make establishment of smaller
units impracticable. The same principle should apply to units in
excess of 90 acres on Class 2T or in excess of 110 acres on Glass 28
land. In localities where hay and pasture constitute the beet use of
38 land, owners should be permitted to have units of around 150 acres
regardless of when they acquired the land.land.

l029 20
30-1&9

O-69 60
7089 80

5
20
38
30

2
10
20

0

1
3

10
23

3.7
15 2
29 7
32.2

90-109 100 7 23 30 114.2
110-139 125 - 5 23 3.9
1140-160 150 - - 10 1.1
AU Farms 100 .0
Weighted average acreage Acres Acres Acres Acres

per farm unit 62.8 77.6 99 6 71.1
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Budget Summaries for Land Types 113 2-B

137

Acres in Cropa:
11.114 21.70 33.58Alfalfa Flay

Other Hay 2.35 14.02 6.01
Pasture 11.142 16.83 214.03(Clover Seed) (1.142) (2.39) (3.62)Small Grain
Field Corn

I3eans

6.07
1.86
3.78

10.147
3.23
2.39

15.55
14.77
1.06

Potatoes 3.83 2.67 .80
Sugar Beets
Onions .35

14.50
.35

1.214
.08

Vegetable and. buck
Grapes

14.10
.76

3.16
.149

1.214
-

Apples .82 -
Peaaho

lb. of Livestock:
1.70 .149 -

DairyCows 9 13 16
Beetonpasture 9 3 9
Beef Feeders 14 7 7
Lamb Feeders ii 9
Swine 12 13 18
Poultry Flock 1 1 1

Gross Income (dollars):
Crop Sales 6,1461 3,502 1,093Livestock Income 6,boi 8,137 9,519Total 12,862 11,639 10,612

Lpsnee (do11ar):
Seeds and Feed 537 578 552Misc. Supplies 103 147 114Fertilizer, spray, Dusts 609 5614 5149Livestock Pirchaea 1,296 1,588 1,723Misc. LivestocK Expenses 120 139 156
Contract Xachine Work 1,1614 957 768
Hired Labor 258 160 673Depreciation and kLepair 1,192 1,207 1,510Gas, Oil, Repair--Truck, Tractor 2514 208 265Utilities, Insurance, Licenses 1714 1814 19].

Taxes 222 235 238Interest on lortgage 145 502 5514Interest on Operatin; Capital 79 80 90
Total Expense 6,1423 6,14149 7,303Net Income before iter 6,1459 5,190 3,309Lees, Value of Operator's Labor 2,1499 2,8149 ',890

Interest on Operator's Capital
come to Water (dollars):

207 251 277

Per Acre
3,753

66
2,090

28
1142

2
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Budget Summaries for Farn ho acres 80 acres 100 a
Acres in Crops
A]Ialfa Ray 5.99 11.99
Other Ray 1.35 2.70 3.37
Pasture 7.17 lb.3b 17.93
(Clover Seed) (.81) (1.61) (2.02)Itfl Grain 3.g 7.lh 8.93
Field Corn 1.12 2.23 2.79
Dry Beans 3.00 5.99 7.50
Potatoes 3.3b 6.60 8.35
Sugar Beets 5.56 11.13 13.92
Onions
Vegetable and Truck 3.31 6.6
Grap.s .92 1.Bh 2.30
Apples .92 1.8h 2.30
Peaches 1.61 3.62
RIo. of Livestock

6 12bairyCows
Beet on Pasture 5 10 1L
Beef Feeders 8 12
Lamb Feeders 3 6 7
Swine 5 u 16
Poultry Flock 1 1
Gross Inccmie (dollars)t
Crop Sales 5,928 11,862
Livestock Inco.:. b,338 8,.3b9 10,653

Total
xeenses (dollars):

10,266 20,211 25,b9b

'1?eedeedn and b62 797 935
Misc. Supplies 101 201 252
Fertilizer, Spray, Dusts b91 981 1,226
Livestock Purchases 957 1,940 2,767
Misc. Livetoci. lxpensea 96 138 158
Contract Machine Work 962 1,924 2,404
Hired Labor 248 1,329 2,228
Depreciation aria liepair 1,120 1,404 1,530
Gas, Oil, Repair-Truck, Thactor 208 415 519
Utilities, Insurince, Licenses 161 175 160

Taxes 171 268 345
Interest on Mortgage 340 520 603
Interest on Operating Capital 66 126 165

Total Expense 5,383 10,238 13,332
Net Incoeze before Water 4,833 9,973 12,162

Leser Value of Operator's Labor 1,9i1 2,890 2,690
Interest on Operator s Capital 170 260 302

Incoie to Water (dollars):
Per Farm 2,732 6,863 8,970
PerAcre 68 35 90
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Appendix F.

1. NAME OF OWNER 2. OWNER'S ADDRESS

3. NAME OF OPERATOR (If dIfferent from 1) 4. OPERATOR'S ADDRESS (If different from 2)

5. DESCRIPTION OF LAND (This serial No.) 6. COUNTY 7. NUMBER OF YEARS OP-
ERATOR HAS FARMED
THIS TRACT.

8. DOMESTIC WATER None Well LI Cistern LI Community system
9. TRACT HAS ELECTRIC

SERVICE

LI Yes LII No

10. TRACT HAS TELE-
PHONE SERVICE

LI Yes El No

NUMBER OF VEHICLES OWNED (If none insert "0")
11. AUTOMOBILES 12. TRUCKS 13. TRACTORS

Section B-TOTAL ACREAGE THIS FARM Section C-LIVESTOCK

'.3

B

14. Harvested cropland and irrigated pasture

Acres Total Acres
NUMBER ON

HAND
NOV.1

IIENTORIES

15. Cropland not harvested (explain why) 35. Dairy cows

16 Soil biunig 36. Beef cows

17. Total acres irrigated 37. Other cattle

18. Fallow or idle in rotation

-.

38. Sows

19. Net area in cultivation 39. Other hogs and pigs

B
B

20. Dry cropped 40. Ewes 1 year and older

21. Idle, fallow, grazing

............................

41. Other sheep

22. Farmsteads, farm ditches and roads 42. All hens and pullets

23. Total not in irrigation rotation 43. Turkeys

24. Total classes 1-'! (line 19 plus 23)
FATTENED FOR MARKET

DURING YEAR NUMBER

25. Harvested irrigated cropland
and irrigated pasture i. . .

44. Cattle and calves fed for
market

26. Other irrigated (failure,
fallow, soil building)

45. Pigs and hogs fed for mar-
ket

27. Total class 5 irrigated (cultivated)
46. Lambs and sheep fed for

market

28. Dry cropped .

LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY
RAiSED OR TO BE RAISED

DURING YEAR
NUMBER

29. Idle, fallow (dry farmed),
grazing, other 47. Calves

30. Total class 5 (lines 27 plus 28, plus 29) 48. Pigs

31. Total irrigable (line 24 plus 30) .:........... ...... 49. Lambs

32. Total irrigated (line 17 plus 27) 50. Chickens

33. Total cultivated (line 19 plus 27) 51. Turkeys

34. Class 6-temporarily irrigated

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTER bR PROJECT SERIAL No. SERIAL NUMBER OF
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION OTHER LAND

WATER USER CENSUS



Section D-CROP PRODUCTION

i6-85443-2 U. S. OOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

C ROP A RES
YIELD

CROP REAC S
YIELD

UNIT PER ACRE TOTAL UNIT PER ACTIE TOTAL

52. Barley Bu.
86. Total

(Brt. Fwd.)

53. Corn Bu. 87. Dry onions Cwt.

54. Oats Bu.
88. Potatoes

Irish-early Bu.

55. Rye Bu.
89. Potatoes

Irish-late Ba.

56. Wheat Bu. 90. Cantaloupes Crate

57. Sorghums Bu. 91. Watermelons Tons

58.
92. Canning

Tomatoes Tons

59.
a 93. Fresh market

tomatoes Lug

60. Alfalfa hay Tons 94. Lettuce Crate

61. Other hay Tons 95.

62. Straw* Tons 96.

63. Corn fodder* Tons 97.

64. Beet tops* Tons 98.
65. Irrigated

pasture A'.U.M. 99.
66. Stubble

pasture A U M 100

67. Other forage Tons 101. Apples Cwt.

68. 102. Peaches Cwt.

69. 103. Pears Cwt.

0
c

ci

70. Sugar beets Tons 104. Prunes Cwt.

71. Cotton lint Bales 105. Grapes Cwt.

72 Cotton seed Tons 106 Table grapes Cwt
73. Dry and edi-

ble beans Cwt. 107. Oranges Cwt.

74. Castor beans Cwt. 108. Cwt.

75.

8

109. Cwt.

76. 110. Berries Cwt.

77. Alfalfa Cwt. iii. Cwt.

78. Clover Cwt. 112. Cwt.

79. Cwt. 113. Nuts Cwt.

80. Flax Cwt. 114. Cwt.

81. Beans Cwt. 115. Cwt.

82. Peas Cwt. 116. Garden

83 117 Orchard No of trees

84. 118. Total

85 Total
119. Less total area

multiple cropped
E

'.

NAME OF PERSON INTERVIEWED AND POSITION
(Owner, foremen, etc.)

DATE 120. Less acres of
residue crops

121. Total




